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V
ABSTRACT

In this study, several new applications of quantum-inspired techniques are presented
to advance the state of the art in decision making. In the first part, a quantum boost scheme for
multiple-model filters based on extended Grover’s algorithm is presented for fault detection
and parameter estimation. The quantum boost scheme accelerates the convergence of the
posterior probabilities in the multiple-model filter. Stability proofs for the quantum boost
scheme is presented and its performance is analyzed using benchmark examples. In the
second part, the scope of application is extended to modeling human decision making.
The open quantum system cognition model is applied to a case of drive-assist system
where the car needs to mitigate inattentiveness of the human driver.

The interaction

between the car and the driver is modeled and analyzed with game theory. Moreover,
the concept of equilibrium in traditional game theory is extended so that the player is
not necessarily rational.

Analytical solutions of the open quantum model are derived

and various equilibrium points are analyzed. Note that most real-world decision making
problems involve multiple people reaching a consensus after group discussion. Since the
cognition of each individual has been shown to have features violating classical probability,
a quantum walk model is developed to model the group decision making process and the
idea propagation in social network. The traditional quantum walk solely built on unitary
operators are symmetric. However, the interactions between agents in a social network are
not symmetric and the influence may even by unidirectional. To overcome this constraint,
the quantum walk is lifted, i.e., its state is the tensor product of of the original state and
the mirrored state, so that the controlled- U gate can be applied to account for asymmetric
interactions.

The dynamics of idea propagation in the social network with line graph

connection and agreement formation in group decision making with ring graph connection
are investigated.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
Decision making plays an important role in shaping human life and technology.
Intelligent decision making systems are enabling technology in almost every field such as
autopilot in aerospace, autonomy in automobiles, intelligence in robots, and automation
in industrial plants. Decision making processes also have a critical impact in political
and economical aspects of modern society such as medical diagnosis, jury, policy making,
and investment. In general,the inference problem involves judging the likelihood of some
hypothesis (e.g., presence of a disease, guilt of a defendant, future investment) based on
a series of evidence (e.g., medical symptoms, prosecution and defense cases, changes in
profit).
One promising way to improve intelligent decision making systems is to apply tech
niques inspired from quantum information processing. Quantum information processing is
a rapidly developing field. Some results have shown that quantum computation can more
efficiently solve some difficult problems than the classical counterpart. Two important quan
tum algorithms, the Shor algorithm and the Grover algorithm, have been proposed in 1994
and 1996, respectively. The Shor algorithm can give an exponential speedup for factoring
large integers into prime numbers, and it has been realized for the factorization of integer
15 using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The Grover algorithm can achieve a square
speed up over classical algorithms in unsorted database searching, and its experimental
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implementations have also been demonstrated using NMR and quantum optics, for a system
with four states. In Paper I, a quantum boost scheme for multiple-model filters based on
extended Grover’s algorithm is presented for fault detection and parameter estimation.
In order to assist and improve human decision making, it is necessary to understand
and model human decision making. Bayesian inference is widely accepted as the normative
approach to inference. However,decades of research in human judgment and decision
making have suggested that people’s judgments often violate the rules of Bayesian inference
and classical probability theory, for example, the conjunction and disjunction errors and
order effects on inference. Various quantum models based on quantum probability theory
have been proposed to successfully accommodate these effects. One of these quantum
models is open quantum system cognition model. The advantage of this model is that it can
be readily combined with game theory, which is also an important tool in modeling human
decision making. In Paper II, The open quantum system cognition model is applied to a case
of drive-assist system where the car needs to mitigate inattentiveness of the human driver.
Note that most real-world decision making problems involve multiple people reaching a
consensus after group discussion. Since the cognition of each individual has quantum
feature, a quantum walk model is developed to model the group decision making process.
Note that most real-world decision making problems involve multiple people reaching a
consensus after group discussion. The interactions of group members (arguments and
information exchange) are complicated by the quantum feature of individual cognition.
In Paper III, a quantum walk model is developed to model the idea propagation and the
group decision making process. Numerous empirical findings in cognitive psychology and
behavioral sciences exhibit anomalies with respect to the classical benchmark defined by
the Kolmogorovian probability axioms and the rules of Boolean logic. To address these
anomalies, many cognition models based on quantum probability are developed including
the quantum walk model. However, the interactions between agents in most of the real-world
networks are asymmetric while the interactions described by traditional quantum walks are
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necessarily symmetric. To address all these problems simultaneously, a lifted quantum walk
model using controlled- U with the original state as control qubit and the mirrored state as
target qubit is proposed in Paper III.

1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of the first paper include the derivation and implementation of
quantum acceleration scheme for multiple-model filter. This paper is comprehensive in the
way that it contains fault detection method and parameter estimation method.; it also gives
the flexibility to incorporate known information into the model bank. Quantum-inspired
techniques have been utilized to accelerate the fault detection. The quantum accelerated
multiple-model filter is capable of quickly catch the fault from the parameter change on
a probability basis and can identify the direction and level of the fault. The quantum
acceleration scheme can be implemented with classical hardware, although it benefits from
quantum hardware. In the inner loop, the occurrence of fault and the direction of the faulty
parameter change can be told from the posterior probabilities of the given model bank.
In the outer loop, the model bank can be efficiently updated according to the theoretical
index. The potential of these new techniques in terms of convergence rate and accuracy
with estimation performance is evaluated in this paper. So, the contributions of the first
study can be summarized as (i) a fault detection method based on multiple-model filter
is proposed that catches the fault according to the changes of the posterior probabilities,
(ii) A quantum-inspired technique based on the extended Grover’s algorithm is applied to
accelerate the convergence of the posterior probabilities of multiple-model filter, (iii) Using
an outer loop and Newton’s method, a novel parameter estimation method is proposed based
on multiple-model filter where the grid of the trial parameters are updated and refined after
convergence.
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In the second paper, the drive-assist system problem is considered where the open
quantum cognition model is applied to the driver and the goal of the car is to mitigate the
inattentiveness of the driver. The interaction between the car and the driver is modeled
with game theory where utilities are assigned to each strategy profile so that each player
can guess the action of the other player accordingly. The car’s action is chosen to maximize
expected payoff while the driver’s action is determined by open quantum model combining
utilities and attentiveness parameters. The most important aspect of using game theory
is to analyze the equilibrium of the game. However, the concept of Nash equilibrium in
traditional game theory requires that each player seeks to maximize the expected payoff and
is not applicable to players with various cognition models. To address such challenges, the
concept of Nash equilibrium is generalized and new definitions are given to allow various
cognition models for the game player. Analytical solution of the open quantum model for
the driver is derived to reveal the influence of attentiveness level on driver action and mixed
equilibrium. The calculated equilibrium points show that the attentive level has a large
impact on the action of the driver and the outcome of the car-driver game.
In the third paper, a lifted quantum walk model is proposed that allows asymmet
ric agent interactions for the group decision making process. These interactions can be
independently prescribed for each agent of the given network in any connection graphs.
Main features of the proposed model are (i) capability o f accounting for the anomolies in
human cognition and decision making violating classical probability theory, (ii) capability
of accounting for the asymmetric interactions between agents in the network, (iii) flexibil
ity to be implemented on any graphs describing the agent connections, (iv) capability to
allow various stopping rules of the group decision making including decision making by
agreement and decision making with time limit, (v) capability to various complex decision
making procedures such as half-way voting. Benchmark numerical examples are used to
show the effectiveness of the proposed model.
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1.3. ORGANIZATION
Organization of this dissertation is as follows. After this introductory section, Paper
I presents the design and analysis of the quantum-inspired multiple-model filter for fault
detection and parameter estimation. Paper II generalizes traditional game theory so that
various cognition models can be applied to the game players, in particular, open quantum
model for the driver in the drive-assist system. Paper III presents a quantum walk model for
group decision making process that accounts for the quantum nature of the cognition each
group member and the interaction between group members. Finally, overall conclusions
from this study are summarized in Section 2, followed by Appendices where all proofs are
given, Bibliography, and Vita.
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PAPER

I. FAULT DETECTION AND ADAPTIVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION WITH
QUANTUM INSPIRED TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-MODEL FILTERS

Qizi Zhang and S. N. Balakrishnan
Department o f Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology
Rolla, Missouri 65409-0050
Jerome Busemeyer
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
Indiana University - Bloomington
Bloomington, IN 47405

ABSTRACT
Fault detection and quick and adaptive estimation of parameters to be used in
controllers are crucial to successful operation of the plants. In fact, when a fault occurs,
parameters of a system can change drastically; in order to cope with such changes, a quantumboost scheme to work with multiple-model Kalman filter is presented in this study. In fault
detection, it is of vital significance that the posterior probability corresponding to the best
model rises and converges quickly. Multiple-model filters have been used in literature to
estimate unknown parameters; typically the estimate converges to the best value amongst
the assumed values. However, the best value may not be the true value. A promising
solution is proposed in this paper through the concept of an adaptive multiple-model filter.
The adaptive multiple-model filter changes the models adaptively according to the model
performance after the posterior probabilities corresponding to the models converge. The
models may need to be changed several times before arriving at the true value of the
parameter. Time for convergence time to the best value is critical to fast fault detection and
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parameter estimation and the performance of the estimator itself. A novel quantum-inspired
scheme based on the extended Grover’s algorithm is presented that accelerates parameter
convergence. Newton’s method is used in the outer loop to find the true parameter value. It is
proved that the quantum-inspired scheme can give an exponential boost to the convergence
of the posterior probabilities corresponding to different models. Simulation results are
provided that show the potential of the adaptive multiple-model filter in achieving fast fault
detection and accurate parameter estimation.
Keywords: fault detection, parameter estimation, multiple-model filter, Kalman filter,
quantum inspired

1. IN TRO D U CTIO N
The discipline of process control has made tremendous advances in the last three
decades with the advent of computer control of complex processes. Low-level control
actions such as opening and closing valves, called regulatory control, which used to be
performed by human operators are now routinely performed in an automated manner with
the aid of computers with considerable success.

With progress in distributed control

and model predictive control systems, the benefits to various industrial segments such
as chemical, petrochemical, cement, steel, power and desalination industries have been
enormous. However, a very important control task in managing process plants still remains
largely a manual activity, performed by human operators. This is the task of responding
to abnormal events in a process. This involves the timely detection of an abnormal event,
diagnosing its causal origins and then taking appropriate supervisory control decisions and
actions to bring the process back to a normal, safe, operating state. This entire activity has
come to be called Abnormal Event Management (AEM), a key component of supervisory
control.
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However, this complete reliance on human operators to cope with such abnormal
events and emergencies has become increasingly difficult due to several factors. It is difficult
due to the broad scope of the diagnostic activity that encompasses a variety of malfunctions
such as process unit failures, process unit degradation, parameter drifts and so on. It is
further complicated by the size and complexity of modem process plants. In addition, often
the emphasis is on quick diagnosis which poses certain constraints and demands on the
diagnostic activity.
Fault detection is of vital significance in many real fife applications [1]. such as
industry (power plant, chemical plant, and manufacturing factory), transportation (auto
motive, ship, and airplane), and household appliance (electric oven, heating, venting, air
conditioning, and washing machine). Fault should be detected as soon as possible to avoid
performance degradation as well as economic loss. Much work has been carried out on
fault detection so that fault detection has become a distinct branch in the field of decision
sciences in the past two decades. The method of fault detection ranges from traditional
analytical method to modem methods such as statistics and artificial intelligence [2]. From
the modeling prospective, fault detection methods fall into two categories: model-based
method and non-model-based method. Model-based fault detection is a well-developed field
like the field of control [3]; Model-based fault detection methods are based on parameter
estimation, parity equations, state observers or signal model approaches [4].
Fault detection is inherently related much to parameter estimation because fault
always implies parameter changes [5]. Parameter estimation is a common problem in
many fields, such as electrical engineering [6], mathematics [7], computer science [8],
information theory [9], astronomy [10], etc. Though many methods have been developed,
there are many applications, especially, aircraft and launch applications where the time
constants are relatively small and fast fault detection and parameter estimation may make a
difference between saving fives and a plane crash or a rocket failure.
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Filters (also called state observers) are widely used in industry to monitor the
state variables and complement a controller. Kalman filter [11] is the most widely used
estimation method and many other estimation schemes such as the extended Kalman filter
and unscented filters are based on the basic Kalman filter. The common feature of the above
filters is that they are all model based. This implies that all system parameters are known.
In many cases, the parameter values may not be known or accurately known. In this case,
the multiple-model filter is a suitable technique [11].
Multiple-model Kalman filter was originally developed for state observation in cases
of unknown parameters and was later on utilized for fault detection. The idea of multiplemodel Kalman filter is running several Kalman filters, each with an assumed value for the
unknown parameters, and weighting the state estimates with posterior probabilities. The
posterior probabilities are obtained by Baysian inference based on the measurements. It
has been proved that the posterior probability corresponding to the parameter set closest
to the true parameter set will converge to one under the assumption of ergodicity [12] or
asymptotic stationarity [13] in the more general case. In this work, a quantum information
processing algorithm is used to accelerate fault detection based on multiple-model Kalman
filters.
In addition to the main function as a state observer, the multiple-model can pick
the best parameter from several trial parameters. Note that a multiple-model filter with
fixed models finds only the best among the selected parameters but does not provide the
true parameter value if the selected set does not contain the true value. The performance
of the multiple-model filter with fixed model is only as good as the best trial parameter
and can be bad if the best of the trial set differs drastically from the correct value. A
solution to these issues is the idea of adaptive multiple-model filter, where the models are
adaptively changed according to the model performance. Variations of adaptive multiplemodel filters include variable structure [14], correlation approach [15, 16], filter spawning
[17], and switch scheme [18, 19, 20]. The interrelationship of single-filter and multiple-
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model adaptive algorithms is studied in [21]. Adaptive multiple-model filters are widely
applied in the field of tracking [22, 23], where they are also called interacting multiplemodel filters [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. To our knowledge, no adaptive multiple model paper in
the published literature estimates the unknown parameters in an optimal framework. In this
study, an outer loop is included that leads to true values of the parameters.
The models need to be changed several times before the final parameter estimation
is achieved and the convergence time therefore, is also critical to fast parameter estimation.
A quantum-inspired scheme based on the extended Grover’s algorithm [29] is shown to be
useful in boosting the convergence in reinforced learning in [30]. In this work, a quantuminspired scheme based on the extended Grover’s algorithm is presented to boost convergence
of the posterior probabilities corresponding to the trial parameters.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces
quantum amplitude amplification. In Section 3, multiple-model Kalman filter is introduced
and the quantum information processing algorithm to accelerate fault detection based on
multiple-model Kalman filter is proposed. Section 4 provides stability and performance
analysis for the quantum-boosted multiple-model Kalman filter. Section 5 proposes an
outer loop algorithm to estimate the unknown parameters within a known bound. Section
6 describes the simulated experiments and Section 7 gives discussion and conclusions.2

2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES OF QUANTUM AMPLITUDE
AMPLIFICATION
In classical digital computers, binary computing systems are adopted. A classical
bit can be either 0 or 1. The hardware implementation is achieved by the on and off behavior
of semiconductor devices. The analog of a classical bit in quantum computing is the qubit
(abbreviation for quantum bit). The hardware implementation of a qubit can be achieved
by a two-level atom, a spin-1/2 particle, a polarized photon, etc. In contrast to a classical
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bit, a qubit |*P) is a superposition of |0) and |1).

PF>=c*|0>+/J|l>

(1)

where the complex numbers a and J3 are the amplitude of |^ ) and satisfy

\a\2 + \j3\2 = l

(2)

Although I^P) can take infinite values, the result of measuring |^ ) can only be |0) or |1)
and |^ ) remains |0) or 11} after measurement unless it is changed by external effects. The
probability for the measurement to be |0) is \a\2 and that for the measurement to be |1) is
\f i \ 2 ■

|0) and |1) can be represented as two basis vectors, i.e., |0) = [1 0]r and |1) =
[0 l ] r . Therefore, |^ ) = [a fi\T is a complex unit vector. The above is only the single qubit
case. The single qubit case can be extended to the multiple qubit case by tensor product
(also called Kronecker product):

n
|¥> = ( g ) \%) = l*i> ® |^2> ® • ’ • ® |¥„>
i=l
= (<*1 |0> + f i l |1» ® (ct2 |0> + P i |1»
® • • • ® («/i |0) +Pn |1 »

(3)
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The tensor product of two vectors is carried out by absorbing one vector into the elements
of another vector, e.g.,

art

a\ |T 2)
® |Y 2> =

I*l> ® l^2> =

Pi

P i l*2>
CC\Ct2

ori

<*2

Pi

Pi

ai

a\Pl

Pi

P 1CK2

(4)

PlPl
Therefore, the n-qubit state can be represented as a 2" x 1 column vector. The
values that the n-qubit state can take form a Hilbert space. The tensor products of the
single qubit basis vectors form the basis for the multiple qubit state, e.g., |00) = |0) <g>|0) =
[1 O f ® [1 O f = [ 1 0 0 O f and |01> = |0> ® |0> = [1 O f ® [0 i f = [ 0 1 0 O f . The
measurement of a multiple qubit state will also be one of the basis states.
Analogous to the classical gates (AND gate, XOR gate, etc.) in the classical digit
circuit, the quantum gate in the quantum circuit can perform operation on a qubit. Now
that the superposition state is represented as a column vector, the quantum gate is naturally
represented as a matrix (also called an operator). The transformed state should still have
its amplitudes squared sum up to one. Therefore, the quantum gate must be represented
by a unitary matrix, i.e., UU^ = U'W = / where i f is the conjugate transpose of U and I
is the identity matrix. For example, the Hadamard gate can transform |0) into a uniform
superposition of |0) and |1):

# |0 > =

1 1 1
V5 1 - 1

1
0

1

1
1

- f |0 > + - f |1>
V2
V2

(5)
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The quantum gate on multiple qubit can also be extended from those on a single qubit by
tensor product, e.g.,

H

H ® H |00) =

H
|00>

V2 H
1

-H
1

1

1

1 - 1 1 - 1
1 1 - 1 - 1
1 - 1 - 1

1

V2
1

V2

(±

m + - L m ) * (±

= H |0> <8>H |0)

P} + ±

W)
( 6)

The operator matrix can also be formed by the outer product of the state vector.
The conjugate transpose of a basis state |0) is denoted as (0|. Since the basis vectors are
orthonormal, their inner product is the Kronecker delta, i.e., (i\j) = 5ij. Therefore, the
outer product of a basis state |7) and its conjugate transpose (J\ can form a projection
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operator:

2n

2n
- |J ) </|<P) = aj

|J> </|

V a , |j )

■
=—

2"

|J> <J|/>
2"

^
J 7=1

Sjj
J 7=1
(7)

= \J)

The extended Grover operator is G = WUf [29], where

Uf = I - { \ - e ^ ) \ J ) { J \

(8)

W = ( l - e ^ 2) | ' P > < ' P | - /

(9)

Again, I is the identity matrix with appropriate dimension. 0 1 and 02 are parameters that
can be adjusted to tune the amount of amplitude amplification for |/>. When 0 1 = 02 = n,

G becomes the original Grover operator.
The next section shows how the extended Grover operator is applied to boost the
convergence of posterior probabilities in the multiple-model Kalman filter.

3. QUANTUM-BOOSTED MULTIPLE-MODEL KALMAN FILTER
Consider the following Unear system:

x k = Fk-iXk-i + Gk-iUk-i + w k - 1

(1 0 )

y k = H kx k + v k

(1 1 )

w k ~ N ( 0 , Qk)

(1 2 )

vk ~ N ( 0 , R k)

(13)
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where the subscript k indicates the fc’th time step, x k is an n-dimensional state vector, y k
is a ^-dimensional measurement vector, uk is an m-dimensional control input, wk is an
n-dimensional system noise vector with a covariance given by Qk\ vk is ^-dimensional
measurement noise vector with a covariance of Rk. All noise sequences are assumed
normal. G and H are appropriately dimensioned matrices. Parameter vector p is defined
as the set ( F , G).
For derivations of a typical multiple-model Kalman filter, the reader is referred to
[31,11].
The quantum-boost multiple-model Kalman filter algorithm is given as follows:
Input: Initialize probabilities for parameter p j given measurement Pr(py|yo) 0
= 1, ..., N ), the initial a posterioi state estimate, Xqj and the corresponding a posteriori
covariance, P q ..
At each time step k > 0, perform the following steps:
1. Baysian inference for multiple-model Kalman filter
a)

Run N Kalman filters for each pj. The a priori state estimate and covariance

(indicated with minus sign in superscript) of y'th filter at step k are computed from a
posteriori state estimate and covariance (indicated with plus sign in superscript) at step

k - 1:
% = Ft - u * k - i

(u>

PZj = F k - u n - i F U , j+ < h - l

( 15)

b) After the kth measurement, approximate pdfijfclP/) is given by

pdf(yk\pj)

e x p ( - r l S klrk/2)
( 2 n ) ^ \ S k\W

(16)

where rk = y k ~ Hkxkj is the residual, Sk = HkPk .HT
k + R k is the covariance, q is number
of measure and pdf(-) refers to the probability density function of (•).
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c) Estimate the probability that p = p j as follows.

M pj\yk)

pdf(yk \pj)Fr(pj\yk-i)

(17)

pdf(y*:|pi)Pr(pi|yfe-i)

where Pr(-) represents the probability of (•).
2. Quantum boost for multiple-model Kalman filter
a) Prepare the following superposition state

l^> = Y j yjPr(Pj\yk) L/>

(18)

where the canonical basis \j) is simply an N X 1 vector where all elements are zero except
the j'th element is one, and \ijj) is a superposition state,
b) Find p j with greatest probability rise

J = argmax7 (P r(p; |yfe) - P r ^ l y ^ i ) )

(19)

c) Select |7) as the qubit to be boosted.
d) Calculate the unitary extended Grover operator G = WUf according to Eq. 8 and

e) |if/) <- G \i//)
f) Pr(pyly^) <— \Aj\2 where A j is the complex coefficient of |/) .
3. Combine the subfilters into the multiple-model Kalman filter
a) Weight each x^. and P~k - accordingly to obtain
N

*k = ' Y j P*(Pi\y k)Xk]

(2°)

7=1

N

p k = J ] M P j \ y k ) p Ij
7=1

(21)
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b) Estimate the a posteriori state estimate and covariance as

K = *k + K*(yk - H kXt )

n

= ( i - KkH k)p-t

(22)

(23)

The Grover update is implemented only once at each time step. We use 0 i - n(f>
and <p2 = 0.1501 so that the probability increases monotonically as 0 increases [32]. 0 is
carefully chosen so that the probability is increased while not causing divergence.
In the next section, the stability and performance analyses of the quantum boosted
multiple-model filter under the assumption of ergodicity will be given.

4. STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In previously published literature on standard multiple-model Kalman filter, stability
analysis concerning the convergence of {Pr(/?y|yfc)} under the assumption of ergodicity
[12, 15] or asymptotic stationarity [13] are given. In this section, stability analysis is
provided under the assumption of ergodicity and taking the boost into account.
First, a notation for the boost will be established. Let J = argmax^ [P r(p7-|y^) Pr(pylyfc-i)]. The following operation is defined as a boost:

M P j \ y k ) « - Vr(pj\yk) • a kJ

where akj must satisfy two conditions: (a) If j = J, a k j > 1; otherwise 0 < a k j < 1. (b)

IijV*(Pj\yk) - a k,j = 1.
The proof of Theorem 1 will make use of Lemma 1.
Theorem 1 Let p\ be the correct parameter for the Unear system Equations.(10)(13). If there exists Sj such that lim ^ a , S * j = Sj and limn—>ooE S r ' K j K i ) / " ] S 0,
thenlimfe^ooPr(pily*) = 1 a n d lim ^ o o P r(p ; |yfe) = Ofory ± 1.
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L em m a 1 [12] Let A, B be two q x q positive definite matrices. Then

q + ln (|A |/|fl|) - tr (B~lA) < 0

(24)

with equality if and only if A = B.

Proof Proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1 assumes that one of the trial parameters the right value. However, it
may not be the case in real life applications. In this case, it is expected that the posterior

probability corresponding to the trial parameter closest to the true parameter converges to
one. Theorem 2 deals with this case.
Before extending Theorem 1 to Theorem 2, some notations need to be introduced.
Denote quantities corresponding to the true parameter for the linear system Equations.(10)(13) with subscript true, e.g., Stme and denote p j as

k+n-l
(25)

P' = ,K5, [ ( £
Define f j as

Pj = ln IS;l - tr { S f p j ) + 2 lim [

k+n—1
V (lnor^O/n]
i=k

T heorem 2 Let J = argmin^yS, and assume f j < yS7 for all j # J.

(26)
If there

exists Sj such that lim ^o o SkJ = Sj and lim„^oo [Zf=+"_1 (a iJ / ^.true)/«] < 0, then
limjt-,0 0 P r(p /|y fe) = 1 and l i m ^ o o Pr(pj\yk) = 0 for j * J.

Proof Proof is given in Appendix A.
Due to the nature of the extended Grover operator, the update is guaranteed to
increase the probability of the selected parameter and decrease the probabilities of the
remaining parameters [29, 32]. Note that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 hold regardless of the
initial probabilities.
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Due to noise, the probability corresponding to the trial parameter farthest from
the true parameter may be increased in a certain time step. In this case, the extended
Grover update may boost the probability of the wrong parameter. Under the assumption of
ergodicity, however, the probabilities corresponding to the trial parameter closest to the true
parameter will converge to one while those corresponding to the remaining parameters will
converge to zero. That implies the wrong updates happen only a finite number of times while
the correct updates are infinite given measurement sequence y*. Otherwise, the probability
corresponding to one of the worse parameters will converge to one. That further implies that
the wrong Grover updates are finite while the correct Grover updates are infinite. Therefore,
the Grover updates can satisfy the condition of lim„^oo

(a i,j / a i,tme)/n] < 0 because

the Grover updates are consistent for all time steps and the positive terms are finite while
the negative terms are infinite.

5. ADAPTIVE MULTIPLE-MODEL FILTER BASED ON NEW TON’S METHOD
A multiple-model filter with a fixed parameter set will deteriorate to a single-model
filter after the probabilities corresponding to all the trial parameters converge. If none of the
trial parameters is close to the actual parameter, the performance of the multiple-model filter
with a fixed parameter set can be bad. In this section, a multiple-model filter with variable
parameter sets is presented to march towards the right value. After all the probabilities
converge, the old parameter set is replaced by a new one which is generated based on the
performances of the old trial parameters. According to the proof of Theorem 2, which trial
parameter p j has its probability converge to one and in what order the remaining parameters
have their probabilities converge to zero are determined by J3j. J3j is related to the Kullback
information function D ( p tme, pj) with [12]

D(pxrue> P j ) — ( f i j

hll^truel

tr/)/2

(27)
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Z)(j?true, Pj) is nonnegative, and for small ||ptrue - P j II, there exists a positive definite Mj
such that

D(ptruei Pj) = (Ptrue —Pj) ^ji.Pvm&~Pj)l'^

(28)

Therefore, D (ptme, Pj) can be viewed as a local norm to measure the distance between ptrue
and p j [12].
Assume the domain of p is an interval Ip. Since the function /? = fi(p) reaches its
minimum when p - ptrue, finding p true is equivalent to finding the minimum of fi(p). It is
clear from the proofs of Theorem 2 that /3(p) has only one global minimum and tends to
infinity when p is infinitely far away from ptrue- The minimum of j3(p) can be found with
Newton’s method [33]. Newton’s method computation at the kth step is as follows:
(1) Calculate the gradient Vp/3\Pk;
(2) Calculate the Hessian V ^3|Pjt;
(3) Calculate the Newton step:

APk = - ( V ^ l „ ) _ ( V ^ | „ ) .

(29)

(4) Calculate the next guess:

Pk+i = P k + & p k .

(30)

(5) Repeat steps 1 through 4 until termination.
Although the gradient and Hessian cannot be calculated analytically because an
explicit analytical expression of fi(p) is unavailable, they can be calculate. Finite differ
encing is used here to calculate fij. After all the Pr(py|y&) converge, the (P j, fij ) pairs are
available. If p true is scalar, only three (P j,fij ) pairs are required to calculate the gradient
and the Hessian. If p me is a 2 x 1 vector, nine (pj,fij) pairs are required. Generally 3N
pairs of (Pj,/3j) if ptrue is a N X 1 vector.
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With the Newton’s method to generate new {pj}, the algorithm for multiple-model
filter with variable parameter sets for parameter estimation is as follows:
(0) Initialize the parameter set {pj}k for k = 0;
(1) Run the multiple-model filter with {pj}k until all P r (pj \yk) converge and obtain
the (pj,Pj) pairs.
(2) Denote the p j in the center of {pj} as pmid- Use p mid as the guess in Newton’s
method and calculate the gradient and Hessian about p^& with the other pj.
(3) Generate the new guess p new with Newton’s method.
(4) Generate {pj}k+\ based on p new and the p j corresponding to Pr(pj\yk) —» 1.
(5) k <- k + 1.
(6) Repeat steps 1 through 5.
Because of noise, the estimate with a trial parameter farther away from the true
parameter may have a smaller residual than the estimate with a better trial parameter. As
the trial parameters are getting closer to each other and closer to the true parameter, it is
harder to distinguish from the trial parameters and the convergence will become slower.
Finally the effect of noise will dominate and the convergence will no longer happen. The
resolution of the parameter estimation is determined by noise. The termination criterion is
the relative grid point distance being smaller than a prescribed value and the convergence
not happening within a prescribed time.

6. RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, two examples that demonstrate the potential of the quantum boost
algorithm developed in Section 3 and one example that demonstrate the potential of the
adaptive multiple-model filter based on Newton’s method developed in Section 5 are pre
sented.
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6.1. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR: ONE UNKNOWN PARAMETER
The system equation and measurement equation of the first example (harmonic
oscillator) are as follows [31, 11].

0

1

x = Ax + Bw i

0
X +

(31)

-2 £ C 0 n

1 o

Xk + v k

yk
o

(32)

1

wi ~ JV (0,Q c)

(33)

vk ~ N ( 0 , R )

(34)

The damping ratio £ = 0.1. Process and measurement noise covariance are set at Qc = 1000
and R = 107, where 7 is a 2x2 identity matrix.
Value of the natural frequency u)n is assumed unknown to the multiple-model filter.
The objective is to find the true natural frequency a>n of the system in Equation (31). In this
example, four Kalman filters are carried with different values of qj%: 4.0, 4.4, 4.8, and 5.2
with a priori probabilities Pr(<^ - 4.0) - 0.1, Pr(<^ - 4.4) - 0.2, Pr(u>^ - 4.8) - 0.3,
and Pr(o>^ = 5.2) = 0.4.
In the system equation, a>n retains its true normal value of 2.0 (a>„ = 4.0) when

t = 0 ~ 60 sec and a fault is assumed to happen changing ojn to an abnormal value (a>l = 5.6)
at t = 60 sec.
Results are presented where the simulations were carried out with a multiple-model
filter without a quantum boost and with a quantum boost and their relative performance in
parameter estimation and fault detection area compared.
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Histories of the probabilities of different

of harmonic oscillator (a>n is natural

frequency) are shown in Figure 1. Note that without the quantum boost, Pr
probability of the correct

= 4) (the

co2)converges to 1 in 40 sec. With the quantum b

4) converges to 1 in 20 sec.
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(a) Without boost

(b) With boost

Figure 1. Histories of the probabilities of different

In the case of fault detection, there is a fault at t =60 sec and to2 jumps to 5.6; since
the right value is not amongst the ones assumed, the best that can happen is to reach the
value closest to the right value, which in this
In the simulations without the quantum boost, Pr

c= 5.2.
= 5.2) does not show any

increase in the next 60 sec of the simulation; With the quantum boost, Pr(co2 = 5.2),
however, converges to 1 in ju st 15 sec after the fault has occurred. Note that by switching
the parameter values around the newly converged value and carrying the same number of
filters, we can converge to the true value.
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6.2. FALLING BODY: ONE UNKNOWN PARAMETER
In this case, it is assumed that the filter estimates the altitude jci and the velocity X2
of falling body. The equations for this system are given by [31, 11]

x i - x 2+wi

X2

1
-poexp

(35)

bc - g + w2

■\Jm 2 + (xi(tk) - a j
y(*k) =

+ Vk

(36)

(37)

X2(tk)
E [ w f] = 0,

i=l,2

10,000 ft2

(38)
0
(39)

E[v 2k] =
0

5,000 ft2/ sec2

where: w,- is system noise and vk is measurement noise, po = 2 lb-sec2/ft4 is air density at
sea level, k = 20,000 ft is density-altitude constant, g = 32.2 ft/sec2 is the acceleration due
to gravity. M = 100,000 ft is the horizontal distance between the falling body and the range
measuring device, a = 100,000 ft is the altitude of the range measuring device.
The initial conditions of the system and the estimator are
T

*o = 300,000

-

20,000

0.001

Xj =XQ

p+ —

M) -

1,000,000

0

0

0

4,000,000

0

0

0

10
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The ballistic coefficient bc is assumed unknown in the multiple-model filter. In this
example, four Kalman filters are carried with different values o f bc: 0.001, 0.002, 0.003,
and 0.004 with a priori probabilities

Pr(fcc = 0.001) = 0.1

Pr(fcc = 0.002) = 0.2

Pr(lbc = 0.003) = 0.3 P r (bc = 0.004) = 0.4

The correct value of the ballistic coefficient bc = 0.001 when t = 0 ~ 24 sec; it is assumed
that its value jum ps to bc ~ 0.005 when t = 24 sec. Histories of the probabilities o f different

be s are shown in Figure 2. At t = 0 ~ 5 sec, the states are only slightly affected by bc and
the multiple-model filter without quantum boost fails to distinguish the different parameters.
Quantum boost can make the probability more sensitive to the parameters and make the
probability o f the correct parameter Pr(&c = 0.001) quickly stand o u t

(a) Without boost

(b) With boost

Figure 2. Histories of the probabilities o f different ballistic coefficients (BC)

After bc jumps to 0.005, bc = 0.004 is most close to 0.005. Without acceleration,
Pr (bc = 0.004) converge to 1 in 6 sec. W ith acceleration, Pr(hc = 0.004) converges to 1 in
4 sec.
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6.3. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR: TWO UNKNOWN PARAMETERS
In this subsection, an example problem using a harmonic oscillator model is pre
sented to demonstrate the performance of the adaptive multiple-model filter developed in
Section 5. The system equation and measurement equation are just Equations (31)-(34).
Process and measurement noise covariance are still the same as in Subsection 6.1,
but both cm2 and £ are assumed unknown in this case. The true parameter values are

a>2 = 5.2 and £ = 0.1. The parameter set in the kth loop for a>2 is {(at2) i;£, (0^ ) 2 ,&, (o)2) 3 ^}
and that for £ is {£1 ,it, £2 ,it, £3 ,/t}- Therefore, the parameter set for the unknown vector

{0^ ) 2,k, ( 0 ^ ) 3 ,k} X { £ 1

is the Cartesian product

£2,it» £3 ,*} = { ((< ^)u > fu )>

((<^l)lk,^2k), ((<^l)l,k,^3,k), i(ofy2,k,£l,k), {{.0)^)2,k, ^2,k), ((M>n)2,k,b,k), ((<*>lh,k, fl,it),
i(o%h.k, £ 2 ,jt). ( ( ^ ) 3>i, £3 ,*)}. The initial parameter set for oj2 is {(afyijo, (a%h,o,

=

{1,4,7} and that for £ is (£i,o, £2 ,0 . £3 ,0 } = {0-5,0.7,0.9}. A structured grid is used, i.e.,

(k>n)3,£ “ (<*fy2,k - (^ « )2 ,k ~ (^n)l.ifc = (A u^)it > 0

(40)

£3,it “ £2,it = £2,* “ £ l,k = (Af)fc > 0

(41)

Nine trial parameter sets are used and are denoted as p \ , p i , • • • ,pg, where pi =

[co2 £i]T. The center trial parameter p$. is the guess point in Newton’s method. The finite
difference estimates of the gradient and the Hessian in the kth loop are as follows.

^pP\pk

08,k ~ 02,k
. 2(A u>l)k

06,k ~ 04,k
2(A Ok .

0 8 ,k ~ 2 0 5 ,k + 0 2 ,k

0 9 ,k ~ @3,k ~ 0 1 ,k + 0 1 ,k

(A(o2)2

2(Ao>S)jfc (A£)jt

(42)

(43)
0 9 ,k ~ 0 3 ,k ~ P i,k + 0 1 ,k

2(A £j2)fc(A£)*

k ~ 2 0 5 ,k + 0 2 ,k

(A O l
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The range of search for io\ is (0, oo) and that for £ is (0, 1). Denote the trial pa
rameter with its probability converging to one in the Ath loop as p ^ = [(ofyik

k\T■

Once all the probabilities converge, a new trial parameter grid will be generated based on
Pnew.fe = [(^)new,fc

^new,k]T and p n . If both

and ^new.fc, are within their range

of search, then p Qew,k will become the new p$. The new parameter set for aft is {2(afyn&N,k (Wn)new,&> i ^ n ^ k } if (Wre)new,fc <

{(wn)t*» (Wn)new,£> 2(a»^)neW;fe—

if (w^)new,/t > (^)-ffc- The new parameter set for £ is constructed in the same way.
The trial parameters and the corresponding probabilities in several loops are shown
in Figure 3.

A point graph and a line graph is presented for each loop.

The point

graphs show the positions of the trial parameters, the true parameter, and the predicted
parameter (with Newton’s method). The line graphs show the probability histories of the
trail parameters. The parameter with its probability converging to one is marked with a T
sign in the point graph. When one of the probabilities converge to one, the loop is over. New
trial parameters are generated and the next loop begins. New trial parameters are centered
at the predicted parameter from the previous loop. As the loops move on, the resolution of
the trial parameters (grid points) are getting finer and finer and the predicted value is closer
and closer to the true value (note that the scales of the point graphs are different). The true
parameter vector is [a>l

£]T = [5.2

0.1]r and the predicted value in the fifth loop is

[5.7 0.102]r .
The relative errors of ps with time are shown in Figure 4. The predicted parameter
successfully converges to the true parameter. With the update of the trial parameter set, the
error of parameter estimation converges to a small value.

6.4. TA RG ET A CCELERA TIO N ESTIM A TIO N
We consider a 2D observation problem. The observer is located at the origin. Only
the relative angle between the observer and the target is measured. The four states are
displacement in x direction xi = sx, velocity in x direction X2 = vx, displacement in y
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Figure 3. Trial parameters and probabilities in several loops (The arrow t indicates the
parameter with probability converging to one)
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(b) (

(a) <4
Figure 4. Relative error of p$ with time

direction JC3 = sy, and velocity in y direction * 4 = vx. The accelerations in x and y direction

ax and ay are unknown parameters. The dynamic equations are as follows.

X\ = X2

(44)

X2 = ax

(45)

i 3 =X 4

(46)

X4 = ay

(47)

6 = arctan 2 (jc3 ,jq )

(48)

The measurement equation is

where arctan 2 ( ) is the four-quadrant inverse tangent function.
The launch scenario is modified from [34]. The actual initial conditions are: ^ ( 0 )
= 3500 ft, j y(0) = 1500 ft, v*(0) = -1100 ft/sec, v^O) = -150 ft/sec. The initial estimates
are x\ (0) = 3000 ft, £ 3 ( 0 ) = 1200 ft, * 2 (0 ) = -950 ft/sec, and * 4 ( 0 ) = -100 ft/sec.
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Figure 5. Actual Trajectory of the target

The actual accelerations are as follows. From beginning to t = 10 sec, ax = 70
ft/sec2, ay - 70 ft/sec2. At t - 10 sec, the target takes a sharp turn and the accelerations
become ax = 40 ft/sec2, ay - 0 ft/sec2. There are four trial parameter sets: (10 ft/sec2, 10
ft/sec2), (25 ft/sec2, 25 ft/sec2), (65 ft/sec2, 65 ft/sec2) and (40 ft/sec2, 0 ft/sec2).
The filter is initialized with a diagonal covariance matrix P +(0) =diag(10 4 ,1 0 2 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 2).
The measurement interval is At = 0.2 sec. The noise variance corresponding to the mea
surement is calculated as
0.25

R =

x2( 0 ) + * 2(0)

+ 56.25 x lO " 8
At

The actual trajectory is shown in Figure 5.

= 2.9 x 10"6.

(49)

The target approaches, passes the

observer, takes a sharp turn and leave.
The measured angle and the angle calculated with estimation x\ and xs are shown
in Figure 6 . Although both X{ and x$ have some deviation from the true value jq and * 3 ,
their ratio x$/x\ almost coincides with X3 /X 1 , because the measurement is directly related
tO X3 /X 1 .
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Figure 6. Measured angle and the angle calculated with estimation x \ and £3

The true state history and the estimates histories are shown in Figure 7. With
quantum boost, the best trial acceleration can stand out faster and thus provides a better
estimation of displacement and velocity. The actual vy remains unchanged after

10 sec.

With quantum boost, the estimation gradually approaches the constant velocity. Without
quantum boost, the estimation keeps increasing.
The histories of the posterior probabilities are shown in Figure 8. At the first stage,
the true acceleration is (70 ft/sec2, 70 ft/sec2) and the closest trial acceleration is (65 ft/sec2,
65 ft/sec2). Quantum boost only makes the probability corresponding to this trial set a little
faster. The big difference lies in the second stage, when the true acceleration changes to
(40 ft/sec2, 0 ft/sec2). With quantum boost, the probability of the (65 ft/sec2, 65 ft/sec2)
set drops quickly and that of the (40 ft/sec2, 0 ft/sec2) set rises quickly. Without quantum
boost, the probability of the (40 ft/sec2, 0 ft/sec2) set fail to rise to a high value before t
= 40 sec. In the first stage, the measured angle changes rapidly and the magnitudes of the
displacement and the velocity are small. Therefore, the influence of acceleration on the
angle is large and the trial accelerations are easier to pick. In the second stage after the sharp
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(a) Displacement in x direction

(b) Velocity in x direction

(d) Velocity in y direction
Figure 7. True state history and the estimates histories

turn, however, the measured angle changes slowly and the magnitudes of the displacement
and the velocity are large. Therefore, the influence of acceleration on the angle is small and
the trial accelerations are hard to pick.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a quantum-inspired scheme and an adaptive multiple-model filter based
on Newton’s method were presented for fault detection and parameter estimation. Quantum
boost with the extended Grover’s algorithm makes the probability more sensitive to the
parameter and hence accelerate the rise and convergence of the probability of the parameter
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Figure 8. Histories of the posterior probabilities

set closest to the true parameter. It was proved that the quantum-inspired scheme can give
an exponential boost to the convergence of the posterior probabilities in the multiple-model
filter. One can use some scaling to increase the probabilities but the quantum inspired
extended Grover algorithm is simple and helps provide exponential convergence. A few
representative results show the potential of the quantum-boosted multiple-model Kalman
filter for fast fault detection. The direction of parameter change can be inferred from the
multiple-model filter. With an outer loop to adjust the parameter sets, one can estimate
the fault parameter within known error bound. Although the unknown parameter is only
two-dimensional in this study, the same method can be easily applied to estimation of
higher-dimensional parameter sets.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate a strategic driver-vehicle interaction setting, where the
car presents a recommendation based on its inferences regarding the road condition, and
the human driver makes decisions so as to drive safely. We model driver decisions using an
open quantum system cognition model, which has been used to model complex aspects of
human decision making in game settings such as violations of predictions derived from the
classical law of total probability and incompatibility of certain mental representations when
humans process and react to information. We propose a novel pure-strategy equilibrium and
mixed-strategy equilibrium for any general game with heterogeneous players, i.e. one being
an expected utility maximizer and another being modeled using open quantum cognition
model. We present closed-form expressions for players’ final responses to each other’s
strategies so that we can numerically compute both pure and mixed equilibria. Numerical
results are presented to illustrate both kinds of equilibria.
Keywords: Game theory, open quantum system model, mixed-strategy equilibrium, quan
tum cognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Driver inattention is a dangerous phenomenon that can arise because of various
reasons: distractions, drowsiness due to fatigue, less reaction time due to speeding, and
intoxication. The consequences of inattentive driving can severely affect the driver’s safety
even under normal road conditions, and can be devastating in terms of life-loss and/or
long-lasting injuries. According to NHTSA’s latest revelations, 3142 lives were claimed
by distracted driving in 2019, 795 lives were claimed by drowsy driving in 2017, 9378
deaths due to speeding, and 10,142 deaths due to drunk driving, all in the United States
alone. Therefore, several types of driver-assist systems have been developed and deployed in
modern vehicles to mitigate inattentiveness. However, traditional driver-assist technologies
are static and not personalized, which are insufficient to handle the situations in futuristic
transportation systems with mostly connected and/or autonomous vehicles. For example,
several deadly accidents have been reported although the Tesla driving assistant was work
ing, due to driver’s inattention [1, 2]. As per SAE standard J3016, the state-of-the-art
vehicles mostly fall under Levels 2/3, which continue to demand significant driver attention
(e.g. Tesla autopilot [3]), especially in uncertain road and weather conditions. Therefore,
there is a need to design dynamic, data-driven driver-alert systems which present effective
interventions in a strategic manner based on its estimates of driver’s attention level and
physical conditions.
The driver assistant system has two main objectives: (i) correctly judging the road
conditions, and (ii) assisting the driver in making effective decisions. The former involves
acquiring data from diverse sensors (e.g., laser imaging, detection, and ranging (LiDAR)
sensor, camera stream, temperature, tire-pressure and many more) and estimating the state
of both road as well as the driver. This problem has been widely studied in the machine
learning community, including car following, automatic parking, obstacle avoidance, motion
segmentation and scene classification, etc. The LiDAR sensor which has one-dimensional
scanning ability can measure the relative distance of the vehicle from a preceding vehicle
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by scanning the horizontal plane with laser beams and the velocity can be estimated from
the distance data.

Since the LiDAR data need to be mapped into an image, methods

developed in the computer vision community have been applied to LiDAR data together
with camera data in various tasks including obstacle recognition, lane recognition, and
vehicle tracking. Deep learning methods have also be applied in various object detection
tasks fusing LiDAR and vision. However, in the case of the latter objective, there has
been little work in this regard, since the literature always assumed that the driver follows
system recommendations under any conditions. This assumption does not hold true in
many practical situations, particularly since the driver’s rationality could potentially be
misaligned with the system. Although both the system and the driver may ultimately care
about the driver’s safety, the ability of the driver to make effective decisions depends on
his/her attentiveness. Driver attention can be easily impacted due to several factors such as
drowsiness/absent-mindedness, distractions due to fellow passengers and/or mobile devices
drugs/alcohol consumption and so on. Therefore, the most important tasks in any successful
driver-assistant system is to effectively identify driver inattention and mitigate any potential
mishaps that can compromise the safety of the passenger as well as other commuters on the
road. Recently, with the development of fast hardware (e.g. GPUs and ASICc) for deep
learning, there has been a significant amount of work on the detection of distracted driving
and fatigue driving.
However, the design of strategic interventions to mitigate the ill-effects of driver
inattention is quite challenging due to three fundamental reasons. Firstly, the driver may

not follow the vehicle’s recommendations due to (i) if the driver is inattentive, (ii) if the
driver does not trust the vehicle’s recommendations, and/or (iii) if the recommendation
signal is not accurate enough to steer driver’s choices (e.g. the driver may not stop the
vehicle because of a false alarm). Secondly, the persuasive effectiveness o f vehicle’s recom

mendations is technically difficult to evaluate due to its complex/unknown relationship with
(i) driver’s attention level [4], (ii) driver’s own judgment/prior of road conditions [5], and
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(iii) trust on vehicle’s recommendation system at the driver [6]. In addition, it is difficult
to mathematically model and estimate these three terms [7, 8, 9]. Finally, there is strong
evidence within the psychology literature that human decisions exhibit several anomalies to

traditional decision theory. Examples include deviations from expected utility maximiza
tion such as Allais paradox [10], Ellsberg paradox [11], violations of transitivity and/or
independence between alternatives [12]; and deviations from classical Kolmogorov proba
bility theory such as conjunction fallacy [13], disjunction fallacy [14], and violation of sure
thing principle [15].
There have been a few relevant efforts in the recent literature where both the driver
and the driver-assist system interact in a game theoretic setting. These efforts can be
broadly classified into two types: (i) the direct method where the system uses its on-board
AI to direct control the vehicle, and (ii) the indirect method where the system indirectly
controls the vehicle via relying on the driver to make decisions. On the one hand, Flad et

al. proposed a direct method that models driver steering motion as a sequence of motion
primitives so that the aims and steering actions of the driver can be predicted and then the
optimal torque can be calculated [16]. Another example that proposes a direct method is by
Na and Cole in [17], where four different paradigms were investigated: (i) decentralized,
(ii) non-cooperative Nash, (iii) non-cooperative Stackelberg, and (iv) cooperative Pareto,
to determine the most effective method to model driver reactions in collision avoidance
systems.
Although direct methods can mimic driver actions, they certainly do not relate to
driver’s cognition state (in terms of preferences, biases and attention), especially since
no interventions were designed/implemented to mitigate inattention. On the other hand,
indirect methods have bridged this gap via considering driver’s cognition state into account.
Lutes et al. modeled driver-vehicle interaction as a Bayesian Stackelberg game, where the
on-board AI in the vehicle (leader) presents binary signals (no-alert/alert) based on which the
driver (follower) makes a binary decision (continue/stop) regarding controlling the vehicle
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on a road [18]. This work and [18] share the same setting of unknown road condition
and binary actions of two players, and also introduce a non-negative exponent parameter in
the overall driver’s utility to capture his/her level of attention. The difference is that [18]
still follows the traditional game theory framework of maximizing payoffs while this work
extends the traditional framework in which the players do not necessarily maximize payoffs.
Schwarting et al.

integrated Social Value Orientation (SVO) into autonomous-vehicle

decision making. This model quantifies the degree of an agent’s selfishness or altruism in
order to quantify and predict the social behavior of other drivers and to behave in a socially
compliant way. They modeled interactions between agents as a best-response game wherein
each agent negotiates to maximize their own utility. [19]. However, all the human players
in the game of the above research are still assumed to be rational players maximizing utility,
even though the utilities are modified to capture attention level or social behavior, whether
by a non-negative exponent parameter or by SVO. The present work overcomes this gap
by directly considering the driver as an agent who does not seek to maximize payoff, but
instead uses a quantum-cognition based decision process to make decisions.
Note that most of the past literature focused on addressing each of these challenges
independently. The main contribution of this paper is that we address all the three challenges
jointly in our driver-vehicle interaction setting. In Section 2, we propose a novel strategic
driver-vehicle interaction framework where all the aforementioned challenges are simulta
neously addressed in a novel game-theoretic setting. We assume that the vehicle constructs
recommendations so as to balance a prescribed tradeoff between information accuracy and
persuasive effectiveness. On the other hand, we model driver decisions using an open
quantum cognition model that contains parameters to incorporate driver attention, trust
regarding the vehicle’s recommendations and his/her beliefs regarding road condition. In
Section 3, we present a closed-form expression for the cognition matrix for the driver’s open
quantum cognition model. Given that the agent rationalities are fundamentally different
from each other (vehicle being a expected utility maximizing agent, and driver following
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a open quantum decision model), we also propose a novel equilibrium notion, inspired
from traditional Stackelberg equilibrium, and compute both pure and mixed equilibrium
strategies for the proposed driver-vehicle interaction game in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
Finally, we analyze the impact of driver inattention on the equilibrium of the proposed
game.

2. STRATEGIC DRIVER-VEHICLE INTERACTION MODEL
In this section, we model the strategic interaction between a vehicle (car) and an
inattentive driver as a one-shot Bayesian game. Assuming that the physical conditions of
the road are classified into two states, namely safe (denoted as S) and dangerous (denoted
as D), the vehicle can choose one of the two signaling strategies: alert the driver (denoted
as A), or no-alert (denoted as N ) based on its belief about the road state. Based on the
vehicle’s signal, driver’s belief about the road state and his/her own mental state (which
defines driver’s type), the driver chooses to either continue driving (denoted as C), or stop
the vehicle (denoted as S ). Note that although the letter S is used to denote both road state
being safe and driver decision being stop, the reader can easily decipher the notation’s true
meaning from context.
Depending on the true road state, we assume that the vehicle (row player) and the
driver (column player) obtain utilities as defined in Table 1. When the road is dangerous,
we expect the car to alert the driver. However, if the car does not alert, it will get a low
payoff. Therefore, we assume The low payoff depends on the driver’s action. If the driver
stops, the payoff is only slightly low because no damage or injury is incurred. If the driver
continues to drive, the payoff is very low because damage or injury is incurred.
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When the road is safe, the correct action for the car is not to alert. If the car does not
alert, it will get high payoff. The high payoff depends on driver action. If the driver stops,
the payoff is only slightly high because it does not help the driver and unnecessary stop is
waste of time and energy. If the driver continues to drive, the reward is very high because
everything is fine.

Table 1. Utilities of the car and the driver when the road is safe (left) and dangerous (right)

N
A

C

s

d\,s, 0-2,s
C\,s> C2,s

b\,s, bz,s
d \ 6^2,s

N
A

C

S

«2,d
Cl,d, C2,d

bi,d, b2,d
d\,d, d2,d

In this paper, we assume that both the vehicle and the driver does not know the true
road state. While the car relies on its sensor observations and other extrinsic information
sources (e.g. nearby vehicles, road-side infrastructure) to construct its belief q e [0,1]
regarding the road state being safe, we assume that the driver constructs a belief p e [0,1]
regarding the road state being safe based on his/her prior experiences. Furthermore, as in
the case of a traditional decision-theoretic agent, we assume that the car seeks to maximize
its expected payoff. If p c is the probability with which the driver chooses C, then the
expected payoff for choosing N and A at the car are respectively given by

UN(pc)

= Pc a u q + {\ - q)a\4 + (1 - p c ) ]b\,sq + (1 - q)b\,d ,
(1)

Ua (Pc )

= PC c u q + (1 - q)c\4 + (1 - p c ) \d u q + (1 - q)d\4 .

However, the driver exhibits bounded rationality by picking decisions which are
characterized by the open quantum system cognition model, as described below.
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2.1.

DRIVER’S OPEN QUANTUM COGNITION MODEL
In this subsection, we present the basic elements of the open quantum system

cognition model [20], and how it is applied to model driver behavior. The cognitive state of
the agent is described by a mixed state or density matrix p , which is a statistical mixture of
pure states. Formally it is a Hermitian, non-negative operator, whose trace is equal to one.
Under the Markov assumption (the evolution G can be factorized as

,t0 given

a sequence of instants to, t\, tf), one can find the most general form of this time evolution
based on a time local master equation dp/dt - X [p ], with X a differential superoperator
(it acts over operators) called Lindbladian, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1 ([21]) The Lindblad-Kossakowski equation for any open quantum system is

defined as

=—

—a )

P] + a

ym,n ^m,nP^m,n ~

2

p} j »

(2)

m,n

where
• H is the Hamiltonian o f the system,

• [H, p] = H p —p H is the commutation operation between the Hamiltonian H and the
density operator p,
• Jm,n a r e (m, n)th entry o f some positive semidefinite matrix (denoted as C),
•

is a set o f linear operators,

• | Ljn^nLm,n, P j = L ^ „ L m>rap + pL jj „Lm)„ denotes the anticommutator. The super
script f represents the adjoint (transpose and complex conjugate) operation.
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The H matrix in Equation (2) is set as follows. When the elements of the II(/l) is
nonzero, the elements of H in the same position is 1; Otherwise it is zero. Thus, the H
matrix is

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 1

1 1
®

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1
0

©

1 1

1 1

Furthermore, in this paper, we set

L ( m,n)

= Im ) (n\

(4)

as defined in [20], where, for any m, |m) is a column vector whose m-th element is 1 and
the other elements are 0. Note that (n| is obtained by transposing |n) and then taking its
complex conjugate. Thus (n| is a row vector whose nth entry is 1 and 0 otherwise.
The second part in Equation (2) contains the dissipative term responsible for the
irreversibility in the decision-making process [20], weighted by the coefficient or such that
the parameter a e [0,1] interpolates between the von Neumann evolution (a = 0) and the
completely dissipative dynamics ( a = 1). Furthermore, the term y(m>„) is the (m, n)-th
entry in the cognitive matrix C(A, (p). This cognitive matrix C(A, (p) is formalized as the
linear combination of two matrices II(/l) and B, which are associated to the profitability
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comparison between alternatives and the formation of beliefs, respectively [20]:

7(1,1)

' •’

7(1, N)

7 ( m ,l)

■• •

7 ( m ,n )

C M )
(5)

( i - 0 ) - n r (d) + <
i>-b t ,
where <p e [0,1] is a parameter assessing the relevance of the formation of beliefs during
the decision-making process, II(/l) is the transition matrix where (i,j)-1h entry nij(aj[) is
the probability that the decision maker switches from strategy s,- to sj for a given state of
the world toi, and B matrix allows the driver to introduce a change of belief about the state
of the world in the cognitive process by jumping from one connected component associated
to a particular state of the world

e Q to the connected component associated to another

one a>i e Q, while keeping the action s,- fixed. The superscript T denotes the transpose
matrix. Finally, the dimensionality of the matrix C(A, 0), i.e. M and N can be inferred
from the detailed discussion given below.
At the driver, the world state primarily consists of two components: (i) the road
condition, and (ii) the car’s action, i.e., the set of world states of the driver is Q =

{SN, SA, DN, DA} where the first letter represents road condition and the second let
ter represents car action. The utilities of the driver for choosing a strategy at a world state
are as follows:

u(C\SN )

U2,s,

u (S\SN )

=

w(S|SA)

C2,s,

u(S\SA )

II

S3
cs

w(C|DA0

«2 ,d,

u (S \D N )

=

b 2,d,

u(S\DA)

C2,d,

II

"X3
C4

b 2,s,
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11(A)

SNC
SNS
SAC
SAS
DN C
DNS
DAC
DAS

SNC

SNS

X (C -> C \S N )

ft(C ^> S\SN )

f t( S —*C\SN)

n ( s ^ > s is N )

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

'jx(A)
ju(A)
0
0
0
0
0
0

SAC
0
0

SAS
0
0

7 T (C -.C |S A )

" ■ (C -.S IS A )

"■ (S -.C IS A )

^ ( S - . S |S A )

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1 - M(A)
0
\ ~H( A)
0
0
v(4)
v(A)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1 - v(A)
1 - v(A)
0
0
0
0

DNC
0
0
0
0

DN S
0
0
0
0

7 T (C -> C |D A 0

^ ( C - > S |D A 0

7T(S->C |D iV )

X (S -> S ID N )

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
i - m
i - m
0
0

m
m
0
0

DAC
0
0
0
0
0
0

DAS
0
0
0
0
0
0

ft( C —*C\DA)

X (C -> S \D A )

X (S-> C ID A )

7T(,S-»,S|DA)

0
0
0
0
0
0
o(A)
o(A)

0
0
0
0
0
0
1 - o(A)
1 - o(A)

We choose the basis of the system spanning the space of states to be

{ k i > , \e2) , \e2) , |e4) , \e5) , \e$), \e2) , |e8> }
= { | S N C ) , \S N S ) , |SAC>, |S A S ) , \ D N C ) , \ D N S ) , \ D A C ) , |DAS> }
Next we define the transition matrix II(/I). If the utility of the decision maker by
choosing strategy s, at the world state of a>i is u(si\a)i), the transition probability that the
decision maker would switch to strategy Si at time step k + 1 from strategy sj at time step

k is given in the spirit of Luce’s choice axiom [22, 23, 24]:

—P(Si\sj, Cl>i ) —

u(Sj\u)l)X
NS
j =i

(V)
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where the exponent A > 0 measures the decision maker’s ability to discriminate the prof
itability among the different options. When A = 0, each strategy

e S has the same

probability of being chosen (1 /Ns), and when A —> oo only the dominant alternative is
chosen. There are two implications in this formulation of P(si\sj, a>i): (1) u(si\a>i) > 0 to
avoid negative P(si\sj, o>/); (2) T3(v/|vy, a>i) only depends on the destination s* and does not
depend on the starting point sj.
Below are the probabilities needed for the II matrix:

fi(A) =

m

=

a 2,s
Z2~,s +. bIS2,5
an
i- ’
a 24
l2,dJ

^

v(A) =

'2,s
c~
'2,s +1 “d~2^

o(A) =

J2,d
c'X
’
'2,da + dx
*2 4

2,d
A

where
• n(A) is the probability that driver picks C when he/she assumes that road state is S
and car chooses N,

• v(A) is the probability that driver will pick C when he/she assumes that road state is
S and car chooses A,
• %(A) is the probability that driver will pick C when he/she assumes that road state is

D and car chooses N,
• o(A) is the probability that driver will pick C when he/she assumes that road state is
D and car chooses A.
Equation (6) puts all the terms together in a matrix form and demonstrates the physical
meaning of the row and column labels in II (T).
In this paper, we set <p - 0 for the following two reasons: (1) Since the world state of
the driver is mainly the action of the car and the action of the car is known when calculating
the equilibrium, the driver does not need to form such a belief; (2) We are considering a
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one-shot game and we can assume the road condition does not change in one game, i.e., we
are only considering short-time dynamic. The B matrix is zeroed out and its content is not
described here. Thus C = II and we set

= C m<n in Equation (2).

2.2. PURE AND MIXED STRATEGY EQUILIBRIA
For the sake of simplicity, let us denote car as Agent 1, and driver as Agent 2 without
any loss of generality. Given that the car seeks to maximize its expected payoff given that
the driver chooses a strategy S2 e {C , S}, it is natural that the car’s final response FR\(S 2 )
is its best response that maximizes its expected payoff given in Equation (1), i.e.,

On the contrary, driver’s decisions are governed by the open quantum system model.
If we denote the steady-state solution of Equation (2) as O Q pure( s \ ; a , A ) for a given car’s
strategy si e { A , N } , the final response of the driver is defined as

FR.2^S\) —OQpure^Sl', as, X),

where or and A are driver’s model parameters in Equations (2) and (7) respectively. Then
the (pure-strategy) equilibrium of this game is defined as follows.
Definition 2 A strategy p ro file (sp sf) e {A, N } x {C, 5} is a p u re strategy e q u ilib riu m if
an d only ifs*x = B R \ ( s p and s £ = O Q pure (^i 5<*, X).

On the contrary, the concept o f mixed strategy equilibrium is actually more natural
to the open-quantum-system model since the solution tells the probability of taking various
actions instead of indicating a particular action. The open quantum system model directly
gives a mixed strategy. Let the mixed strategy of the driver is denoted as cr2 = ( p c , 1 - p c )
where p c is the probability that the driver chooses to continue. Similarly, let the car’s mixed
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strategy be denoted as <
t \ = (p a , 1 - P a ), where p a is the probability that the car chooses
to alert. Then, a mixed strategy profile is denoted as ( 0 -1 , 0 2 ). In such a mixed strategy
setting, the car’s final response is its best mixed-strategy response, i.e.

F R \( o-2) = B R i ((t2)-

Similarly, the final response of the driver is obtained from the steady-state solution of Eq.
2, i.e.

FR2( o-i ) = OQmix(o-i;a,A).
Then the mixed-strategy equilibrium of this game is defined as follows.
D efinitions A strategy profile (cr*, erf) is an mixed-strategy equilibrium if and only if
o-* = BR\(cr*) and cr* = OQmix(cr*;a,A).
Note that the above equilibrium notions presented in Definitions 2 and 3 are novel
and different from traditional equilibrium notions in game theory. This is because our game
comprises of two different players: (i) the car modeled as an expected utility maximizer, and
(ii) the driver modeled using open quantum cognition equation. However, our equilibrium
notions are both inspired from the traditional definition of Nash equilibrium, and are defined
using players’ final responses as opposed to best responses in the Nash sense. By doing
so, we can easily expand traditional equilibrium notions to any strategic setting where
heterogeneous entities interact in a competitive manner.

3. D R IV E R ’S FINA L RESPO N SE
Note that the dependent variable p in Equation (2) is a matrix. In order to obtain
the analytical solution, we vectorize it by stacking the columns of p one on another into ~p.
Thus, the vectorized version of Definition 1 is as follows.
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Definition 4 The vectorized form for Lindblad-Kossakowski equation is given by

dp
dt

—i ( l - ai)H + a L

(8)

P,

where I n is the N x N identity matrix,

H = H 9 I n ~ I n ® H T,

L = Y

j
(m,n)

7 ("•»>

L(m,n)

® L (m,n)

2

(9)

® In + In ®

}]'

( 10)

In the driver-car game, N = 8. We present the special sparse structure of - i ( 1 -

a)H~p + a L in Theorem 1. To arrive there, two lemmas are needed.
L em m a 1 I f the Hamiltonian H o f the 8 dimensinoal Lindblad-Kossakowski equation is

defined as
1

1

H =

1

1

©
1

1

1

1

©
1

1

1

1

1

1

©
1

1

then its vectorized form H is given by

H = J®J®J@J,

(11)

where
J =

0

-1

-1

0

X ® x@x@x

h

h

x®x®x@x

with X =

Proof Proof is given in Appendix B.
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Lemma 2 The (M, N )th entry of the matrix

A m ,n

—

T m n <S) L m n

^

®

In

+ In ®

if-,m,n^-'m,n)

j

with m ± n i s given by

if M = N = 8(n - 1) + k or M = N = 8(k - 1) + n,
k = 1,2, • • • ,8, and M = N £ 9n - 8
Am,n(M ,N ) = ■-1

ifM = N = 9 n - S

1

ifM = 9 m - 8 , N = 9 n - 8

0

otherwise

( 12)

The (M, N )th entry of the matrix Am<n with m = n is given by

ifM = N = 8(n - 1) + k or M = N = 8(* - 1) + n,
Am,n(M ,N ) = ■
0

k = 1,2, • • ■,8, and M = N =£ 9n - 8

(13)

otherwise

Proof Proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1 Let the coefficients ym>win the 8-dimensinoal Lindblad-Kossakowski equation
be the (m, n) entries o f the matrix

c = n(A) =

® M\v(X)] © M[f(X)] © M[o{X)],
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where M [a\ is o f the form
a

M [a] 1

—a

a
l —a

Then, the ( M ,N )th entries o f T = - i ( l - a )H + a L within the vectorized LindbladKossakowski equation (ref to Def. 4) with M - N are given by
Fm ,n -

2

(Cn+i,n + C/+1,/ + Cn,n + C/,/)>

n —l,n is odd

ql

~2

n 4 l,n is odd

(Cn—\,n + 0 —1 ,/ + Cn,n "i" 0,/)>

—a Cn-i,n,

n 4 l,n is even
n —l,n is even

where n =floor((M - 1)/8)+l and l = (M — l)mod8 + 1 (n = l when M = 9n -

8 ),

and the

(M, N )th entries o fT with M 4 N are given by

r

m ,n

=

Cn+i>n,

M - 9n + 1, N - 9n -

Cn-\,m

M = 9n - 17, JV = 9n -

0,

otherwise

<

8,n

- 1 ,3 ,5 ,7

8, n

= 2 ,4 , 6 , 8

Proof Proof is given in Appendix B.
C orollary 1 I f the coefficients ym>n o f the 8 dimensinoal Lindblad-Kossakowski equation

is set as the (m, n) entries o f

C = n(A ) = M (/i(A)) ® M (v(A)) ® M (f(A )) ® M (o(A)),
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where M (a) is a matrix in the form o f

a

M (a) =

l - a

a
1

-a

then
—i ( l - a )H + a L = A \ © A2 ® A3 © A4

where

Bi 1 ® Bi2 ® Bb ffi Bi4

- i ( l ~ a ) h + aEi

a)Is

Bi5 © 5 j6 © Bfj ffi Bi%

At =
- i( l -

+

aDi

Di and Ei are 16x16 matrices. They both have only one nonzero element. The nonzero
elements are taken from the cognition matrix C:

D \{ 2 , 1) = C2>i, E i (1,2) = Ci>2, D2(4,3) = C4,3,
^2(3,4) = C3;4, 1)3(6, 5) = C6,5, £3(5, 6) = C5;6,
^4(8,7) = C8,7, £4(7, 8) = C7j8.
The B ij’s are 4x4 matrices:

Bu - Ft

a C2i,2;-1 “ C2l-_l;2i'_l

0

2

C2i-l,2i + C2i,2i

0

a C2i-\,2i-\ + C2i,2i- 1
Bi(i+4) = G { - —
0

0

C2 j_i>2(- - C2j;2j
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B“ = F‘ -

C l j - l , 2 j - l + C 2j , 2j - \

0

o

c 2 j - l , 2 j + C 2j , 2 j

f

a

C 2j - l , 2j - l + C 2j , 2 j - 1

0

0

C 2j + l , 2j + c 2j , 2j

B i(j+ 4) = G i

fo r i ± j, i = 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 , j = 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 , where

Fi = i ( l -

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

“ f ( C 2 i- l, 2 i- l + C 2 i,2 i - i ) I 2,

o r)

Gi = f( l - or)

f { C u - \ , 2 i + C 2 i,2 i ) I 2.

4. PURE-STRATEGY EQUILIBRIUM
The diagonal elements of the steady-state solution p of Euation (2) are just Pr(SNC),
Pr(SNS),

Pr(DAS). Then we can calculate the probability for the driver to continue as

Pr(C) = Pr(SNC) + Pr(SAC) + Pr(DNC) + Pr(DAC).IfPr(C) > 0.5, OQpure(s];a, A) outputs
action C. If Pr(C) < 0.5, OQpure{s\\a , A) outputs action S. Pr(C) = 0.5, OQpure(s\\a ,A )
outputs action C or S with probability 0.5.
We set the initial density matrix as po = I'Po) ('Pol, where I'Po) = ^ p /2 (\e s) +
|e 4 )) + y ( l - p )/2 (\e j) + |eg)) when the car action is A and I'Po) = -\/p/2(\e\) + \e2)) +
^ (1 - p )/2 (\es) + \ef)) when the car action is N.
The equilibrium points of the driver-car game with A = 10 and a =0.2, 0.8 under
various prior beliefs on road condition are shown in Figure 1 (C: Continues, S: Stop, A:
Alert, N: Not Alert). When both the driver and car are sure of safety, the equilibrium is
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Table 2. Utilities used in our numerical results when the road is safe (above) and dangerous
(below)

N
A

C
d \ ^ s —85, & 2 , s —85
ci,s = 40, C 2 , s = 85

N
A

C
ai,d - 25,
- 25
c \ , d - 75, C 2 , d - 25

b i,s
d \^ s

S
= 75, b 2 ,s = 50
— 50,
= 50

s
b \4
d \,d

= 30,
— 85,

b 2 ,d
d 2 ,d

= 60
— 85

(Continue, Not Alert). When both the driver and car are sure of danger, the equilibrium is
(Stop, Alert). When the driver is sure of safety but the car is sure of danger, the equilibrium
is (Continue, Alert). When the driver is sure of danger but the car is sure of safety, the
equilibrium is (Stop, Not Alert). The division line is not

0.5. (S, A) has the largest

area. The equilibrium is not sensitive to a . When a rises from 0.2 to 0.8, only the border
between (S, N) and (C, N) shifts a little bit to the right.
1
0.9
(S ,N )

0.8

(C ,N )

(S; N)

(C5N )

(S ,A )

(C. A)

0.7
O.G
^0.5
0.4
(C .A )

(S ,A )

0.3
0.2
0.1

0

0.1
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0.4
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0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

0
0

0.1

0.2

P

(a) a = 0.2
Figure 1. Equilibrium points of the driver-car game with
on road condition

The equilibrium points of the driver-car game with

0.3

0.4

05

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

P

(b) a = 0.8
10 under various prior beliefs

= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 and a =

0.8 under various prior beliefs on road condition are shown in Figure 2 (C: Continues, S:
Stop, A: Alert, N: Not Alert). When A drops from 10 to 4, the border between S and C
shifts from left to right. When A drops from 4 to 3, the border between (S, A) and (C, A)
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shifts from left to right and a region with two equilibrium points appears inside the region
of (C, N). The two equilibria are (C, N) and (S, A). W hen A drops from 4 to 3 and from 3
to 2, the border between (S, A) and (C, A) shifts from left to right and the region with two
equilibrium points enlarges with the border shift. When A drops from 2 to 0, the driver can
no longer distinguish the utilities. The (C, N) region is merged into the (S, N) region and
the two-equilibrium region is merged into the (S, A) region. The border between (S, A) and
(C, A) shifts from left to right and a new no-equilibrium region appears inside the previous
(C, N) region.

5. MIXED-STRATEGY EQUILIBRIUM
When calculating the mixed-strategy equilibrium, p and

pa

appear in the initial

state of the
Theorem 2 L e t the in itia l density m atrix be given as

po = T O OPol

where

T O = y jp ( l~ P A ) / 2 (k i> + \e2}) + ^P P a / 2(|<?3> + |«4»
+ j ( l - p ) ( l - p A) / 2 ( \e 5) + \e6)) + V(1 ~ P ) P A /2 { \e 7) + |e8» .

The prob ab ility that the d river chooses to continue is

P r(Q = (

1

_

2

~

e at sin [2 ( 1 - a ) t \
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Figure 2. Equilibrium points of the driver-car game with
on road condition
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where c = a 2 + 4(1 - a )2 and

h — —jar + 2 ( 1 - a)e~at sin [2 ( 1 - a)t\ - ae~at cos [2 ( 1 - a)t] | .

Proof Proof is given in Appendix B.
For brevity, the mixed-strategy equilibrium is denoted as (p*A, p*c ). If the car knows
that the driver will play p*A, then its expected payofFs from playing alert and no alert must be
equal, otherwise, it just chooses alert or not alert and does not need to mix between them.
Thus we have

P*c [a hsQ + * w ( l “ <l)] + (1 “ P*c ) [ b u q + b hd( 1 - q )]

(14)

= Pc[ci,j9 + ci,d(l - q ) ] + (1 ~ P*c )[d i,sq + d hd( l - q)].
Solving for p*c and substituting the utilities in Table 2, we obtain

Pc =

___________ q{b2,s ~ d2,s) + ( 1 - q){b2,d ~ d2,d)___________
q{b2,s + c2,s - a2>s - d2>s) + (1 - q){b24 + c24 - a2>d - d2>d)

H - 16q
3q + 1

(15)

Note that the above p*c maybe outside [0, 1]. If so, there is no mixed-strategy equilibrium.
In order for p*c to lie within [0, 1] under the prescribed utilities, q must lie within [10/19,
11/16]. This is a very narrow range of q.
Given p*c , the car can assign any p a to A because A and N give the same payoff.
Next we need to search the p a that produce p*c . Such a p a is just the desired p*A.
Since p*c is completely determined by q, it is more convenient to plot p A versus p
and p*c . p*A versus p and p*c with various As is shown in Figure 3. The mixed-strategy
equilibria only exist in a narrow band extending from a low-p^-low-p region to a high-

p^-high-p region. There may not exist a mixed -strategy equilibrium for a given q, but
there always exists one for a given p. When p*c and p increase, the band gets narrower.
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Within the band, the gradient of p*A is perpendicular to the band, i.e., p*A increases when p
increases and p*c decreases simultaneously. When A decreases, the band gets flatter and the
band firstly widens and then narrows. As a decreases, the band gets flatter and narrower.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we extended the concept of Nash equilibrium and mixed-strategy
equilibrium in traditional game theory so that we can analyze the game played by irrational
players modeled by various human cognition models.

Then we modeled the driving-

assistant system as a game played by the rational car and the driver. The driver behavior was
modeled by the open-quantum cognition model. The attentiveness of the driver is described
by the weight on pursuing the utility (or) and the sensitivity to utility (T)51. The output of
the open-quantum cognition model is Pr(C).
The pure strategy of the driver was obtained by cutting off Pr(C) at 0.5. Depending
on the priors on road safety of the driver (p) and the car (q), there are four types of purestrategy equilibrium: (S, N), (C, N), (S, A) and (C, A). As the sensitivity of the driver to
utilities drops, the threshold between (S, A) and (C, A) shifts towards higher prior. When
the driver is totally insensitive to utility, there is only (S, N) equilibrium if the car has high
prior.
As the sensitivity of the driver decreases, there exist zones with two types of purestrategy equilibria and such a coexistence zone enlarges with the reduce of sensitivity. This
just tells us that there are actually more equilibria when the driver is inattentive. When the
sensitivity is zero, the driver cannot distinguish the utilities at all and is thus completely
absent-minded. In this case, when the car is confident of safety, the equilibrium action of
the driver is to stop regardless of prior about the road. This just tells us that the intuitive
action of inattentiveness of the driver is to stop. This is actually not too bad since stopping
on a safe road is still better than continuing on a dangerous road.
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Figure 3. p*A versus p and p*c with various d ’s and ar’s
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The cases of high A and high a actually coincide with the case of a utility-maximizing
driver. Thus utility-maximing is just an extreme case of a general driver decision making
model.
The mixed strategy of the driver was obtained by treating Pr(C) as a mixed strategy.
There is always a mixed-strategy equilibrium for a given p, but only a short range of q can
lead to a mixed-strategy equilibrium. As the driver loses attention, the mixed strategy of
the driver at equilibrium approaches 0.5.
This work only dealt with the one-shot game. In the future work, the repeated game
will be investigated so that the car can estimate the attentiveness parameters of the driver.
W ith repeated games, long time dynamics about the world state needs to be considered with
the B matrix and 0 can no longer be set to zero.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a quantum walk model to investigate the propagation of ideas in a
network and the formation of agreement in group decision making. In more detail, we
consider two different graphs describing the connections of agents in the network: the line
graph and the ring graph. Our main interest is to deduce the dynamics for such propagation,
and to investigate the influence of compliance of the agents and graph structure on the
decision time and the final decision. The methodology is based on the use of control-!/
gates in quantum computing. The original state of the network is used as controller and its
mirrored state is used as target. The state of the quantum walk is the tensor product of the
original state and the mirror state. In this way, the proposed quantum walk model is able to
describe asymmetric influence between agents.
Keywords: quantum walk, group decision making, idea propagation, social network

1. IN TRO D U CTIO N
The investigations of group decision making and social networks has regularly
attracted contributions from applied mathematicians, psychologists, and social scientists
over the last several decades. Graph theory and matrix algebra have natural applications to
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such investigations; e.g., see the early monograph by Harary, Norman, and Cartwright [1].
Classic problems of interest include comparative static analyses of social network structures
[2,3], functional implications of network structures [4], and numerical taxonomies of nodes
[5, 6 ]. Much ongoing interest is focusing on dynamic models of structural change [7, 8 ,
9, 10, 11] and on a broad range of dynamic processes unfolding over static networks;
examples include the study of social learning [12, 13], opinion formation [14, 15], and
information propagation [4, 8 , 16]. The study of dynamic models directly addresses one of
the key problems of the field, which is to understand the implications of social structures
for relevant dynamical states of the network.
Propagation of ideas in social network and discussions in group decision making
involves human cognition.

Numerous empirical findings in cognitive psychology and

behavioral sciences have exhibited anomalies with respect to the classical benchmark defined
by Kolmogorovian probability axioms and the rules of Boolean logic, suggesting a whole
new scope of research: the development of models for decision-making based on the
quantum formulation of probability theory [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In order to account for
the quantum feature of human cognition and decision making, a quantum walk model is
proposed in this work to model the formation of agreement in group decision making and
the propagation of ideas in social network.
For a physicist, a quantum walk means the dynamics of an excitation in a quantummechanical spin system described by the tight-binding (or other similar model), combined
with a measurement in a position basis. This procedure produces a random location, with
a prescription for computing the probability of finding the excitation at a given place given
by the rules of quantum mechanics.
For a computer scientist or mathematician, a quantum walk is an analogy of a
classical random walk, where instead of transforming probabilities by a stochastic matrix,
we transform probability amplitudes by unitary transformations, which brings interesting
interference effects into play.
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However, there’s more to quantum walks, and the physics and computer science
worlds have been both enriched by them. Motivated by classical random walks and al
gorithms based on them, we are compelled to look for quantum algorithms based not on
classical Markov Chains but on quantum walks instead. Sometimes, this “quantization”
is straightforward, but more often we can utilize the additional features of unitary trans
formations of amplitudes compared to the transfer-matrix-like evolution of probabilities
for algorithmic purposes. This approach is amazingly fruitful, as it continues to produce
successful quantum algorithms since its invention. On the other hand, quantum walks have
motivated some interesting results in physics and brought forth several interesting experi
ments involving the dynamics of excitations or the behavior of photons in waveguides.
Correctly employed, the non-classical features of quantum mechanics can offer us
advantages over the classical world in the areas of cryptography, algorithms and quantum
simulations. In the classical world, random walks have often been found very practical. It
is then quite natural to ask whether there are quantum counterparts to random walks exist
and whether it would be possible to utilize them in any way to our profit. As many simple
questions, these two also require more than just simple answers.
Various quantum walk models have been proposed for information propagation in
social network [22] and decision making [23, 24,25]. All these quantum walks are directly
based on the Schrodinger equation. Since the Hamiltonian (for the continuous time quantum
walk) is Hermitian and the associated operator is unitary, the transition modeled by these
plain quantum walk is necessarily symmetric, i.e., idea propagation from agent

1

to agent

2 is as easy as that from agent 2 to agent 1. However, idea propagation is asymmetric.
For example, a stubborn person may easily persuade an open-minded person, but an openminded person may not persuade a stubborn person. In this work, a lifted quantum walk
model is proposed to account for the asymmetric propagation and interaction.
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In this paper, we propose a lifted quantum walk model for formation of agreement
in group decision making and idea propagation in the social network. In Section 2, we
introduce the basics of quantum computing and develop the unitary operator driving the
lifted quantum walk model using control-!/ gates. In Section 2.4, we give the initialization,
iteration, and stopping rule of the quantum walk. In Section 3, we develop the lifted
quantum walk specifically for a network with connections in a ring graph. In Section 4, we
give numerical results for idea propagation in a line graph and formation of agreement and
interference effect in group decision making. Finally, we present our concluding remarks
and share some of our ideas for future work in Section 5.

2. QUANTUM WALK FOR ASYMMETRIC PROPAGATION
Suppose A \, A 2 , A 3 are agents and each agent may or may not be infected (by an
idea) and one agent can spread the infection to another, but also an agent can remove an
infection. Let z be A 3 ’s state, y be A 2 ’s state, and x be A \ ’s state. Each agent has two states,
namely, 0 (not infected) and 1 (infected). A\ interacts with A2 and A 2 interacts with A 3 :
Ai <— >A 2 <— >A 3

2.1. STATES OF THE NETWORK AND THE QUANTUM WALK
The global state of the 3-agent network is denoted by zyx. Since each agent has two
states, the network has eight states. Viewing zyx as an integer in binary number system, we
can represent zyx with its corresponding decimal form plus 1 :
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

000

001

0 10

O il

10 0

10 1

110

111

We encode the local state of an agent with one qubit and encode the global state of
the network with the tensor products of the qubits of all agents. Specifically, we encode 0
as |0) and encode 1 as |1). |0) and |1) can be represented by basis vectors in the Hilbert
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space C2, where C is the set of all complex numbers:

1
10 )

=

0

( 1)

,ll> =
0

1

Then |zyx) = |jc) ® |y) ® |z) is a basis vector o f C8. For example,

0
0
1

0

x

0
1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

®

=

|6 ) = I1 0 1 )

0
0

0

1

1

0

Ox

0
1

0
0

It would be clear from context whether 11) means [0 l]r or |001) .
We model each agent as a quantum subsystem and model the communication of
ideas among the agents as interaction among the quantum subsystems. In quantum physics,
the interaction among the subsystems is accounted in the Hamiltonian of the total system.
In quantum computing, the interaction among qubits is implemented by exerting a quantum
gate (represented by a unitary operator) on the joint state (tensor product of all qubits).
Let the superposition state spanned by the basis |zyx) be |if/). In order to account for the
asymmetric interaction between the agents, the quantum walk is not run directly on the
network, but rather, on the tensor product of the network and a mirror of itself, i.e., the
superposition state of the quantum walk is \ijj) <8 >|t^'), which is represented as a 64 x 1 vector.
The mirror system \i//') is used as reference for the control gates. This is the so-called lifting
operation, where each state is lifted to a higher-dimension state.
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2.2. CONTROLLED UNITARY OPERATOR FOR AGENT INTERACTION
The quantum model performs the asymmetric transitions by using a collection of
control-U gates (If condition is present, then apply the U gate to the action). To form the
control-U gate, we need the following two measurement operators for the local state of a
single agent:
1

0

Mq -

0

0

0

1

,M \ —
0

0

( 2)

Throughout this work, In is an n x n identity matrix.
Let |orc) = co |0) + ci |1) be the control qubit and k r ) be the n-qubit target state.
The control-U gate for the (n + l)-qubit state k c ) 0 k r ) is M q <8 >Ijn + M \® U , where U
is a 2" x 2" unitary matrix. This control-!/ gate simply transforms
cq k

r)

Cq

k r)

c\

la ry )]

into

ciC/|arr )] , as is shown below.

( M o <8 >h + M i ® U ) ( \ a c ) 0 |® r ) )
= (M

q | qtc ) ) ®

t)

| qt

+ ( M i |o r c ) ) <s > (U l a r r ) )

=cQ|0) <8 ) |arr ) + ci 11) ® (U |arr»
co k r )

Owxl

+

c iU \a T)

0 «xl

co k r )

c \U \a T)
where 0nXi is a n x 1 zero vector. When \ac) = |0), i.e., co = 1, ci = 0, it happens that

co\aT) ci |orr >]

= c o lo r)

ciC/|orr )] . When \ac ) = |1>, i.e., c 0 = 0 ,c i = 1, the

control-f/ gate simply transforms |1)

0

\a j) into |1)

0

when |orc ) = |0 ) and is fully turned on when |orc) = | 1 ).

U \a j). The U gate is turned off
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If we want the U gate to be turned off when \ac) = |1) and fully turned on when

\a c) = |0>, then the control-17 gate for |a j) ® |a c) should be M q ® U + M \® h nSimilarly, the control-!/ gate for the (n

+

l)-qubit state

\ a r ) ® |a c )

is

h n ® M

q

+

U ® Mi where |0) turns U off and |1) turns U fully on. To see this, suppose \a j) nr

t

and U \a j) =

t2n

to h

2

(/ » ® M q

t'

1o

l 2n

*1

. Then

+ U ® M \){\a j) ® | a r c } )

co

= \a j) ®

t'

t'

0

+ (!/ lorr)) ®
ci

0

(4)
nr

-

co*o

0

coti

C o to

C \t'0

Cot2 "

0

C Q ti

C \t[

• • •

[o c it' 0 c it'„

0

C o t2 «

•••

0 c\t[

C l tjn ]

W hen |orc ) = |0>, i.e., c 0 = l , c i = 0, it happens that [Cot 0 c i ^ c0fi c it'
iT
= |a T) ® |0>. When \ac ) = |1), i.e., c 0 =
to
0
tj
0
C o t2 "
C i t2n
L ]r t2" 0
0 , ci

= 1 , it happens that

C o to

C \t'Q

C0 t i

C it'

• • •

C o t2 »

C itjn

0

t'

0

t[

0

= !/ \a j) ® |1). The 17 gate is turned off when \ac) = |0) and is fully turned on when

\ac) = |1). If we want the U gate to be turned off when \ac) = |1) and fully turned on
when | a c) = |0), then the control-!/ gate for \aj) <S>\ac) should be U ® Mo +

® Afi.

Let lorn) be an m-qubit state and \a j i ) be an n-qubit state. Let the 2m x 2m unitary
matrix U\ be the control operator for \a j\) and the 2" x 2Wunitary matrix U2 be the control
operator for |or1 2 ). The control-!/ gate for the (m + n+ l)-qubit state lorn) ® |orc } ® \a j 2 )
is I 2m ® M q ® / 2 « + Ui ® M\ <g>U2 where |0) turns U off and 11) turns U\ and U2 fully on. To

t'„
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see this, suppose |orn) =

to

h

?2 "

nr
and

U\ \a j\) =

t'

*o

t'

*1

l 2m

Then

( Iim ® M q ® l2n + U\ ® Afi ® f ^ X l ^ n ) ® l®c) ® |<*r2 ))
co
= kn> ®

® (f / 2 I^r 2 ))

® lo r ^ ) + { U \ |o rn )) ®
0

Coto |oT2 )

02" x l

02"xl

C\t'QU2 Wt 2)

C o ? l |o r r 2 )

02”xl

02”xl

c\tLU2 Wt i )

C 0*2”

1^ 2)

(5)

0 2 ”X1

2

c\t[U2 I«r 2 >

O "xl

C 0*0 W t i )

C \t'QU 2 \& T 2 )
C o t l \& T 2 )

C\t\U2 Wt2)

C o ? 2 " \<*T2)

Clt'2nU2 \(X T 2)
The key unit to control the step length of the quantum walk is the following rotation
operator:

cosB -s in 0
( 6)

Ug =
sin#
Ug

cosd

rotates on the local state anticlockwise by angle

closer to 11). Thus

Ug

B.

When

Ug

operates on |0), the state is

can make an agent more infected by an idea. When

the local state of agent A \ ,

A2,

and A 3 , we denote

Ug

as

Ugx, U gy,

Ug

is exerted on

and Ugz, respectively.
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2.3. UNITARY O PERA TO R F O R TH E QUANTUM W ALK
The unitary operator driving the quantum walk is proposed in the block diagonal
form:
Ui

u2

U=

(7)

Us
where each Ui is an

8

x

8

matrix. The basis of | \j/) ®

is \xyz) ® |x'y'z'). We label |xyz)

so that it ranges from |1) to | 8 ) and label \x'y'z') so that it ranges from |1') to | 8 '). Then
|xyz) ® |x'y'z') ranges from | 1 ) ® | 1 '}, | 1 ) <g> | 2 '},

to | 8 ) ® | 8 '), with the only nonzero

entry 1 moving down the column. To see the intricate operation of U on |i/r) ®
write | if/) ®

we

also in a block form:

b\
8
\*fr) ® W ) = Y

8
Ci |i ) ®

i= l

Yj

8
di

l/ >

=

y=l

2

8

2

b2
C id J ^

®

l/>

(8)

=

i= l 7=1

bs
where
T

bi = d d i

ad2

Cids\ = C i Y di \ f ) = ci\'l'')
j =i

(9)

Then

c\U\ W )

Uibi
U2b2
u m ® i^ ') =

c2u 2 \ r )
-

Usbs

csUs W )

( 10)
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We can see \if/) (corresponding to the original network) works as controller and the proposed
Ui

mainly operates on

|if/')

(corresponding to the mirror network). For example, c,-

=

0

simply turns off Ui while c;- + 0 turns on and adjusts Ui.
To see the effects of Ui on | i t

is more convenient to view |i/r') as a 3-qubit

superposition state spanned by |z'y'x'), noting the following fact:

(U ® V ® W)(|or) ® \P) ® |y » = (U |or» ® (V |y8 » ® (W |y » .

(11)

The compositions of each Ui are introduced as follows.
2.3.1.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The First Basis State. Ui is controlled

by the original |i/r) through c\, the coefficient of 1000). U\ is constructed as follows:

(12)

U X = U ® Ugx

Uy

= I2 9

Ugy

® I2

(13)
(14)

U Z = Ugz ® h

(15)

U \ = U Z ■U y ■U x

Ux rotates the third qubit by angle 9X and leaves the first two qubits intact, i.e., Ux only
infects A\ mirror by a small amount. Similarly, Uy only infects A 2 mirror by angle 8y and

Uz only infects A 3 mirror by angle Qz. Therefore, U\ infects all agent mirrors incrementally.
Note that the order is important: The propagation is initiated at A\ mirror, then to A2 mirror,
and finally to A3 mirror.
2.3.2.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Second Basis State. U2 is controlled

by the original \i//) through C2 , the coefficient of

U y — I2 ® ( I 2 ® M

q

10 0 1 ).

U2 is constructed as follows:

+ Ugy ® M \ )

(16)
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Ux

= h ® (Mo

® Ugx

+ Mi ® I2)

U2 = UX - Uy

(17)
(18)

Uy rotates the second qubit by angle Qy under the control of the third qubit and leaves the
first qubit intact, i.e., Uy only infects A2 mirror by the full prescribed amount if A\ mirror
is fully infected. Similarly, Ux only infects A \ mirror by the full prescribed amount if A2
mirror is not infected at all. Therefore, U2 is the interaction between A \ mirror and A2
mirror. Note that the order is important: A \ mirror firstly controls the infection of A2 mirror
and then A2 mirror controls the infection of A \ mirror, which conforms to the setting that
the propagation is initiated at A \ mirror. First, A 2 mirror is slightly infected if A \ mirror is
fully infected, which is a natural step. Then, A \ mirror is slightly infected if A 2 mirror is
not infected at all. This tricky setting implies that failure to persuade another person would
strengthen the idea in your own mind. U2 describes the influence exerted by A \ mirror on

A 2 mirror and the counteraction received by A \ mirror from A 2 mirror, since only A \ is
infected in its controller |001) and A \ can only communicate with A 2.
2.3.3.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Third Basis State. U3 is controlled

by the original |if/) through c2, the coefficient of |010). U3 is constructed as follows:

= I2 ® (Mo ® I2 + M\ ® U g x )

(19)

Uz = ( h ® Mo + Ugz ® M i) ® I 2

(2 0 )

® Mo + I 2 ® M l)

(2 1 )

= (Mo ® Ugyz + Ml ® I 2 ) ® I 2

(2 2 )

Uy

U yx - I 2 ® ( U g yx

U yz

u3 =

U Yx • U Yz • U z - U Y

(23)
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Firstly, Uy incrementally infects A\ mirror if A 2 mirror is fully infected. Secondly, Uz
incrementally infects A 3 mirror if A 2 mirror is fully infected. Thirdly, Uyz incrementally
infects A2 mirror if A3 mirror is not infected at all. Fourthly, Uyx incrementally infects A2
mirror if Ai mirror is not infected at all. t /3 describes the influence exerted by A 2 mirror
on the other two neighbors and the counteraction received by A 2 mirror from the other two
neighbors, since only A 2 is infected in its controller |0 1 0 ).
2.3.4.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Fourth Basis State. U4 is controlled

by the original \ip) through C4 , the coefficient of |0

1 1 ).

t /4 is constructed as follows:

= (Mo <8 >Ugy + M\ ® I2 ) ® I 2

(24)

Uz = ( h ® Mo + Uqz <8>M i) ® I 2

(25)

Uy

(26)

U4 = UY - U z

Firstly,

Uz

incrementally infects A 3 mirror if A 2 mirror is fully infected. Then,

Uy

incre

mentally infects A 2 mirror if A 3 mirror is not infected at all. t /4 describes the influence
exerted by A 2 mirror on A 3 mirror and the counteraction received by A2 mirror from A3
mirror, since only A 3 is not infected in its controller |0

11)

and A3 can only communicate

with A2 .
2.3.5.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Fifth Basis State, t /5 is controlled

by the original |if/) through C5, the coefficient of 1100). t /5 is constructed as follows:

Uy = (Mo ® I 2 + Ml <8>Ugy) ® I 2

(27)

Uz = (Ugz ® Mo + I 2 ® M i) ® I 2

(28)

U 5 = U Z • UY

(29)
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Firstly,

Uy

incrementally infects A2 mirror if A 3 mirror is fully infected. Then,

mentally infects A 3 mirror if

Uz

incre

mirror is not infected at all. t /5 describes the influence

exerted by A 3 mirror on A2 mirror and the counteraction received by A3 mirror from A2
mirror, since only A 3 is infected in its controller

11 0 0 )

and A 3 can only communicate with

A i.
2.3.6.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Sixth Basis State. Ue is controlled

by the original |if/) through ce, the coefficient of

11 0 1 ).

Ue is constructed as follows:

+ U qx 0 M \ )

( 30 )

Uz = ( M o <81/2 + M i 0 Ugz ) 0 12

( 31 )

Uxy = h ® ( M o 0 Ugxy + M i 0 12)

( 32 )

Uzy - ( Ugzy 0 M O + / 2 ® M i ) 0 h

( 33 )

Ue = U Zy • Uxy • U z - U x

( 34 )

U x = I2 ® ( h ® M

q

Since only A2 is not infected at all in its controller 1101), A 2 mirror receives the idea from
the two neighbors and then counteracts the two neighbors. Unlike the classical if-control,
where the action happens only if the " i f is true, quantum if-control can superpose the action
of both " i f and "else". In other words, quantum if-control allows half-true-half-false.
2.3.7.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Seventh Basis State, t /7 is con

trolled by the original |i/r) through cj, the coefficient of

U x - I2

Uy

® (Mo 0

11 1 0

). C/7 is constructed as follows:

+ Mi 0 U 9x)

(35)

= I 2 0 ( Ugy 0 Mo + I 2 ® M l)

(36)

12

U7 = Uy • UX

(37)
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Since only A \ is not infected at all in its controller 1110) and A \ can only communicate with

A 2 , A\ mirror receives the idea from A 2 mirror and then counteracts A 2 mirror.
2.3.8.

Unitary Operator Controlled By The Eighth Basis State. Ug is controlled

by the original |iff) through eg, the coefficient of 1111). Us is simply constructed as Ug - Ig
since all agents are infected in the controller 1111} and the idea propagation has come to an
end.

2.4. INITIALIZATION, ITERATION AND STOPPING RULE OF THE QUANTUM
WALK
The initial state of the network is |000), i.e., all agents being uninfected. The original
network works as a controller and the mirrored network is the target to be controlled. We
use subscript uppercase C to denote the states of the original network and use subscript
uppercase T to denote the states of the mirrored network. Thus the initial state of the
quantum walk is

iffo = <*c ® a T,

(38)

po = iff0 ■fil,

(39)

where the superscript t means taking transpose and complex conjugate and orc = orj =
[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f , i.e., both the original network and the mirrored network start from the
all-uninfected state. As in Equation (39), the outer product of a superposition state with its
Hermitian is called density operator.
We are interested in how long it takes for a new idea to prevail in the network.
Thus the stopping state is 1111), i.e., all agents being infected. When this state (denoted
by subscript lowercase 5 ) is reached, the quantum walk is stopped; Otherwise the quantum
walk continues. We use subscript lowercase c to represent the states allowing the quantum
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walk to continue. The measurement operator to get the stopping state is thus

Ms = diag( [0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

])

(40)

Correspondingly, the measurement operator to get the states to continue, is Mc = /g - Ms.
Suppose we have physical systems A and B, whose state is described by a density
operator p AB. The reduced density operator for system A is defined by

p A = TrB(p AB),

(41)

where TrB is a map of operators known as the partial trace over system B. The partial trace
is defined by
TrB( \a\) {a2\ <8 >\b{) ( b2\ ) = |«i> <<a2\ Tr( \ h ) (b2\ ),

(42)

where |« i) and \a2) are any two vectors in the state space of A, and \b\) and \b2) are any
two vectors in the state space of B. The trace operation appearing on the right hand side is
the usual trace operation for system B, so Tr(|£>i) (b2\) = (b2\bi).
2.4.1. First Step O f The Quantum Walk.

p r ( l ) = T r c ( c / - p o - t / T)

(43)

PciX) = T t| m c • p r ( l ) • Mcj

(44)

Pc (!) =

Mc ■p r ( l ) • Mc

(45)

PciX)

PciX) = PciX)

(46)

p , ( l ) = l - p c(l)

(47)
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Equation (43) applies the first transition on the composite state po of the original network
(controller) and the mirror network (target), and then reduces the resulting state to the state
consisting only of the target state by taking partial trace over the control state. p c( l) is the
probability to continue the quantum walk when the reduced/target/mirror state is measured
and the resulting state is just p c(l) . Thus P c( l) and Ps( 1) are the probabilities to continue
and stop the quantum walk at the first step, respectively.
2.4.2. Iteratio n O f The Q u an tu m W alk. Given a very small e > 0, for t > 1,
while Yfr=i Ps(T) <

1

- e, using lifting operation

p (t - 1) = Pc(t - 1) ® Pc(t - 1)

(48)

Pr(t) = T rc (t/ ■p (t — 1) • C/f )

(49)

p s(t) = Tr^Ms • p T(t ) • Msj

(50)

p c(t) = Tr {m c ■p T(t ) • M cj

(51)

Mc ■P r ( 0 • Mc
Pc(t)

(52)

Pc(t) = Pc( t~ 1) • p c(t)

(53)

Ps(t) = Pc( t - 1) -Ps(t)

(54)

Pc(t) =

The state p c(t - 1) from the last step is a reduced state. Thus Equation (48) lifts it by
taking tensor product with itself to apply operator U. Equation (49) applies U to p (t - 1)
and reduces it again to the target state by taking partial trace over the controller state.

p c(t ) and p s{t) are the probabilities to continue and stop the quantum walk when the
reduced/target/mirror state is measured, respectively. The resulting continuing state is just

p c(t). Thus Pc(t) and Ps(t) are the probabilities to continue and stop the quantum walk
at step t, respectively. The iteration implies that the quantum walk satisfies the Markov
property, i.e., the state at step t + 1 only depends on the state at step t.
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Theorem 1 Given any e > 0 , there exists an integer t such that YlT=\ P.dT) > 1 - e
if P c(t ) =

1

only for finitely many t . YIt =\ P d T) =

1

if p d f) = 0 .

Proof

Ps( 1) + Ps( 2) + Ps( 3) + Ps(4) + • • • + Ps(t)

= 1 - / J c(l) +/7C(1)(1 -/7 c(2)) + Pc(l)pc(2)(l - p c(3))
+Pc ( l)P c(2)Pc (3) (1 - P c(4)) + ■■• + P c ( l) p C(2) • • ■p d t - 1)(1 - P d t))
= 1 - P c (l) + i?c(l) - P c ( l) p c(2) + P c ( l) p C(2) - P c (l)P c (2 )p c(3)
+ P c (l)P c (2 )p c(3) - p c( l ) p c (2) p c(3)p c(4) + ------ Pc(l)Pc(2) ■■■p d t - 1)pc(t)

= 1 - Pc{l)Pc{2) ■■■p d t - \ ) p d t)
Since 0 < p d r ) < 1 for each r and p c(r) = 1 only for finitely many r , there exists an
integer t such that p c(l)p d 2 ) • • • p c(t -

1 )pc(t)

< e.

Remark U is an incremental infection operator by construction, so the quantum
walk will be stop, i.e., almost all agents will be infected, in finite number of steps. Thus
Pr(quantum walk stops in finite steps) = 1. Suppose the quantum walk stops in N steps.
Even if we don’t know N, we can keep on summing P s (t ) since we know it will sum up to
more than

1

- e in finite summations.

3. SOCIAL NETWORK IN RING CONNECTIONS

3.1. THREE-AGENT NETWORK IN RING CONNECTIONS
This is actually a complete graph where each agent can communicate with the other
two agents. Such a ring graph has more connections than the previous line graph. The U 2 ,
U4 , Us, and C/7 gates are different for these two graphs, while the other Ui s are the same.
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In the line graph, A\ can only infect A i. In the ring graph, A\ can infect both A 2 and
A 3 . Three options exist: A \ can infect A2 and A 3 simultaneously (e.g., by giving a lecture),
Ai can infect A 2 first and then infect A 3 , and A \ can infect A3 first and then infect A2 .
Three options also exist in the reverse way. Typically, a person can only listen to one person
speaking. However, two people disinfects one person simultaneously is still possible. For
example, two people can jointly write one letter to a person. Here we only consider the
most common scene: One person gives a presentation to two people, but the two people
give their respective feedback in order.

1

.

u2.
Uyz = h ® Mo + Ufjy ® Uqz ® M\

(55)

Uxy - h ® (Mo ® Uexy + Mi ® I 2 )

(56)

Uxz = Mo ® I 2 ® Uf)xz + M\ ® 74

(57)

u2 = UXz ■Uxy ■Uyz

(58)

Here A 2 gives feedback first before A 3 does.
2

. Ua.

Uyz = (Mo <8 >Ugy + M\ ® I 2 ) ® I 2

(59)

Uzy = ( h ® Mo + Uqz ® M i) <S>I 2

(60)

Uxz = Mo ® I 2 ® Uqx + Mi ® 74

(61)

Uzx =

(62)

74

® Mo + Ugz <8)12® Ml

UA = UZx ■UXz ■UYz ■UZy
Here A 2 interacts with A3 and then A\ interacts with A 3 .

(63)
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3. Us.
Uy

Ux

Uzy

I2

(64)

= Mo 0 / 4 + Mi 0 / 2 0 Uqx

(65)

= (Mo

0 I2

=

+ M l 0 Ugy )

® Mo + h

U z x = Ugzx

0

M i) 0 12

0 / 2 0 Mo + Z4 0 Ml

(6 6 )
(67)

£

£

II

(6 8 )

Here A2 interacts with A3 and then Ai interacts with A3.
4. C/7.
Uxy = h

® (Mo 0 12 + M i 0 t / ^ )

t/y z = Mo 0
t/y = I2

0

f/z = Ugz

/4

(t/gy

(70)

+ Mi 0 / 2 0

0

0 /2 0

Mo + I2

0

Mo +

0 Mi

/4

(69)

M l)

C/7 = f/z • C/Zz ■f/y ■UXy

(71)
(72)
(73)

Here A2 interacts with A3 and then Ai interacts with A3.

3.2. NETWORK OF MORE THAN THREE AGENTS IN RING CONNECTIONS
With n agents, there are 2” basis states for the network and 2” x 2” basis states for the
lifted network. The unitary operator driving the quantum walk is still in the block diagonal
form:
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Ux
U2

(74)

U =

U 2n

where each Ui is an 2" x 2" matrix. In the ring graph, A* can only communicate with A *_\
and A &+1 for k > 1. A\ can only communicate with A 2 and A n. An can only communicate
with A\ and A„_i.
The basis state for the network is \bn • • • b 2 b\) where each bi e {0,1} is the local
state of A,-. U is determined by the corresponding \bn • • • b 2 b\). We assume interaction
only exists between two connecting agents with different ideas. We further assume that
the infected agent firstly tries to infect the non-infected neighbors and then the neighbors
counteract. Take the five-agent basis state |01101) for example. Interactions exist between

As and A4 , A 3 and A2, A 2 and A \ . The basis states with the least interaction are the all-zero
state and the all-one state. The basis states with the most interaction are |0101 • • •) and
110 10

- - -).
Let Oij and (pij be the rotation angles of the operators for agent A,- being infected

by A j and for A, being counteracted (typically disinfected) by A j , respectively. Then

9 1 represents amount of infection and
disinfection).
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represents amount of counteraction (typically

Algorithm 1 shows how to generate Ui.

In Algorithm 1, if both A^_ 1

and Ajfc+i are lectured by A^, A ^-i gives feedback first and then A^+i gives feedback for
1 < k < n. However, this order can be readily altered. In Algorithm 1, interactions between
agents with lower index take place before those between agents with higher index. Again
this order can be readily altered. Note that Algorithm 1 is not for the all-zero state and the
all-one state. Let

U gk

be the initial infection amount for A*. Then

U\

for all-zero state is

n

(75)

t/l =

k=l
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. THREE-AGENT NETWORK WITHOUT DISINFECTION
Let 6 X = 0.05 and 6 y = Gz = 0.01 for U\. Then A\ is more easily infected than A 2
and A 3 since A\ is the starting point of the propagation. Let 6 X - 0.01 and Qy - 0.05 for

U2 ■ Then , 6X - 6Z - 0.05 and 6yx - 6yz - 0.01 for U3, Gz - 0.05 and 6y - 0.01 for t/ 4 ,
6Z =

0.01 and Qy = 0.05 for U5, Qx = 6 Z = 0.025 and Gxy = Gzy = 0.01 for U$, Gx = 0.05

and Gy = 0.01 for Uq. W ith these settings, the first one to talk, whether she tries to infect or
disinfect, has more influence than the second one to talk. Thus the influence of the sender
has on the receiver is always more powerful than the counteraction of the receiver has on
the sender. Note that the sender may send infection or disinfection.
We take e = 0.01 in the stopping rule. The probability to stop the quantum walk,
i.e., to reach the all-infected state, at each time step, Ps(t), until the quantum walk stops
is shown in Figure 1. The time evolution curves have many sharp oscillations, indicating
many back-and-forth arguments in the network. It takes 1139 steps to stop the quantum
walk. Ps(t) is very low, smaller than 0 .0 1 2 , in each step. Ps(t) rises rapidly to the peak
value at the 24th step, and then drops rapidly. After 400 steps, Ps(t) just decreases slowly.
The propagation of idea is fast only at the very beginning and is slow afterwards.
Note that p c (t) represents the state of the social network and its diagonal elements are
the probabilities of getting the basis state. Thus the (1,1) entry of p c{t) is the probability
that the network is in non-infected state (| 0 0 0 )) at step t, ( 2 , 2 ) entry is the probability
of only Ai is infected (|001)), etc.

The mean number of agents affected at step t is

[0 1 1 2 1 2 2 3]diag(pc(t)) where diag(pc(r)) is the column vector formed by diagonal
entries of p c(t). The mean number of agents affected at each step is shown in Figure 2.
The mean number oscillates much in the first 200 steps and goes to a steady value of 1.27
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Algorithm 1: Generating [7,- for n- agent ring network (n > 3)
input : A zero-one n -b it sequence bn • • • b2bi representing the basis state
for the network, 0 ,-y and
output 77 corresponding to bn • • • £>2 ^ 1
if b \ = = 1 then
if b2 — 0 then
UL < - Ue2J;
V

<— Z2 „ - 2 ® A / j (8> C /^ J 2 + 7 2 n - 2 (8) A f o (8) / 2 ;

se

f/L <-

h \

_ V < -1;

if £?„ == 0 then
% <- ^
W <— M\ ® 72 n-2 <8 >

n + Mo ® 72«-i ;

se
77/? <- 72;
_ W < - 1;

77 < - V • W • (72«-i <8> M o + C//e ® 72n-3 ® Ul ® Ml')',
for k <— 2 to n - 1 do
if bk = = 1 then
if bk +1 — 0 then
U l * 72n-*-i <8>Ugk+l k;

// Note that 7o = 1,7o<8>77= 77
17 <

I 2 n —k —l

® M ] ® 72A- + I 2 n - k - l ® A7() ® U (p k k+ \ ® I 2 k —\

se
U l

<

h n~ k

;

_ V <-1;

if b k - \ — 0 then
77/? <— Uok_{ k <8>I2k-2;
W <— I 2 n - k +1 ® M l ® I 2k-- 2 +
se
77/? <— 72t- i;
1;

I 2n -k

® t/^j.

® Mo ® l 2 k - 2 ‘,

U <— V ■W ■(I 2n-k <8 >M 0 <8 >72*-i + t/L ® Ml ® 7//;) • 77;

// Similar steps for £?„, not listed here
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Time Step

t

Figure L The probability to stop the quantum walk, i.e., to reach the all-infected state, at
each time step, P s ( t ) , until the quantum walk stops

after 600 steps. Table 1 lists the probabilities of each state at the last step. The distribution
is quite uniform. Note that the probability of all infected (000) is 0 since p c ( t ) is obtained
by projection removing 000 in Eq. 52.

Table 1. Probabilities o f each state at the last step
State
Pr

000

001

0 10

0.1525

0.1442

0.1295

O il
0.1379

10 0

10 1

110

111

0.1484

0.1439

0.1436

0

4.2. TH REE-A G EN T N ETW O R K W IT H A STUBBORN CONSERVATIVE GUY IN
T H E M ID D LE
Consider the following case: A 2 is conservative and stubborn while Ay and A 3 are
open-minded and compliant. Thus it is easier for A 2 to persuade A \ than it is for A \ to
persuade A 2 .
Set 0X = 6Z = 0.05 and 6y - 0.01 for Uy.
Set Gy = 0.01 and 9X = -0 .0 2 for U2 . Thus it is easier for A 2 to disinfect Ay than it
is for Ay to infect A2 .
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Figure 2. The mean number o f agents affected at each step

Set 9X = 9Z = 0.02 and 0yx = 9yz = -0 .0 1 for U3. If A 2 is infected, he can infect his
two neighbors powerfully. If A \ and A 3 are not infected at all, they can slightly disinfect
a 2.

Set 6 Z = 0.02 and 9y = -0 .0 1 for U4. If A2 is infected, he can infect A3 powerfully.
If A 3 is not infected at all, she can slightly disinfect A2.
Set Qy = 0.01 and 9Z = -0 .0 2 for U5. If A 3 is infected, she can infect A 2 slightly. If
A2 is not infected at all, he can disinfect A3 powerfully.
Set 6X = 9Z = 0.01 and 9xy = 9zy = -0 .0 2 for t/g. If A 2 is not infected at all, he can
disinfect his two neighbors powerfully. If A \ and A 3 are infected, they can slightly infect
A2.
Set 9y = -0 .0 1 and 9X = 0.02 for 1 / 7 . Thus it is easier for A2 to infect A \ than it is
for Ai to disinfect A2.
The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step o f the stubborn-middle network is shown in Figure 3. Note that the horizontal
axis is in log scale since it takes much longer to stop the quantum walk than in the last
subsection (5762 vs 1139). The infection rate is much slower and Ps(t) is much lower than
that in Figure 1, indicating the stubborn guy in the middle acts as a barrier to infection at
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the initial stages. The mean number o f infected is smaller than in Figure 2 in initial stages
although it catches up in later stages. Once the stubborn guy is persuaded, he can accelerate
the propagation.

Figure 3. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step o f the stubborn-middle network

4.3. TH REE-A G EN T N ETW O R K W IT H A C O M PLIA N T O PEN-M IN DED GUY
IN T H E M ID D LE
Consider the following case: A2 in this subsection is more compliant and openminded than A 2 in the last subsection.
Set 6 X = 0y = 6 Z = 0.05 for U\ . Here the three agents are equally open-minded.
Set By = 0.02 and 9X = -0 .0 1 for t/2. Thus it is easier for A\ to infect A2 than it is
for A 2 to disinfect A \ .
Set 6 X -

6Z-

0.02 and 0yx = Qyz = -0 .0 1 for U3 . If A2 is infected, he can infect his

two neighbors powerfully. If A\ and A 3 are not infected at all, they can slightly disinfect
a 2.

Set 6 Z = 0.02 and 0y = -0.01 for I/ 4 . If A2 is infected, he can infect A 3 powerfully.
If A 3 is not infected at all, she can slightly disinfect A2.
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Set Qy = 0.01 and 0 Z = -0 .0 2 for t/ 5 . If A 3 is infected, she can infect A 2 slightly. If

A 2 is not infected at all, he can disinfect A 3 powerfully.
Set 0 X = 8 Z = 0.02 and 6 xy = 6 zy = -0 .0 1 for f/g. If A i is not infected at all, he can
slightly disinfect his two neighbors. If A \ and A3 are infected, they can infect A j powerfully.
Set 8 y = -0 .0 1 and Qx = 0.02 for U7 . Thus it is easier for A2 to infect A \ than it is
for A \ to disinfect A2 .
The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number of agents affected
at each step of the compliant-middle network is shown in Figure 4. It takes much shorter
time to stop the quantum walk than in the stubborn-middle case (2320 vs 5762). The
infection rate is much higher and Ps(t) is much higher, indicating the compliant guy in the
middle facilitates infection at the initial stages. The mean number o f infected is larger than
in the stubborn-middle case. It takes much longer to stop the quantum walk than in the
no-disinfection case since this case allows disinfection.

Figure 4. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step of the compliant-middle network
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4.4. N ET W O R K W IT H R IN G CO NN ECTIO N S
Set all 6 ij = 0.05 and all <pij = -0 .0 1 . The probability to stop the quantum walk and
the mean number of agents affected at each step o f the quantum walk on the ring graph are
shown in Figure 5. It takes longer to completely infect the whole network with more agents.
The oscillation in the larger network is less intensive since larger population provides larger
buffer and thus there is less back-and-forth changes o f minds.

Figure 5. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step of the quantum walk on the ring graph

Up to this point, we studied how a new idea is initiated, propagated, and prevail in a
social network. In such a setting, no agent has the idea in the initial state and each agent has
the idea in the final state. Next we study how an agreement is reached in a group decision
making setting in the next subsection.

4.5. REA CH IN G A G REEM EN T IN G R O U P D EC ISIO N M A K IN G
In group decision making, the group members have different ideas initially. After
the group discussion, an agreement is reached. Consider a binary group decision making
problem where each group member’s local state is either 1 or 0 , e.g., agreeing on passing the
proposal or disagreeing. Suppose the decision can be made only if the group has reached
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an agreement, i.e., all members are 1 or all members are 0. The special case of all members
having the same initial state is trivial since no discussion is needed and the decision can
be made immediately. The goal of this subsection is to investigate the influence the initial
distribution of tendencies of the group members on the final decision.
The initial state of the network is no longer |00 • • • 0). Actually the initial state is
the influencing factor that we want to investigate. Take a 3-member group as example. If

A\ and A 2 is completely sure of option 1 while A 3 is completely sure of option 0, then the
initial state is |011). This is a special case of all agents being completely sure of one option.
Actually an agent may not be completely sure. In this case, the initial local state of the agent
is a superposition state over |0) and 11). Then the initial state of the n- agent network is the
tensor product of the initial local states of the agents:
n

cue = a T = (££) <*fc(0)
k=l

(76)

ak(t ) = Ck(t ) |0) + dk(t) |1>

(77)

where

is the local state of A k. Again we lift the network by tensor product with its mirror so that
one works as controller and the other works as target. The initial control state and the initial
target state are the same. The initial state of the quantum walk is still given by Equation
(38) and Equation (39).
We are also interested in how long it takes for a group to reach agreement. Note that
now we have two stopping states, namely, |00 • • • 0) and 111 • • ■1). All the group members
take the same option. W hen either state is reached, the quantum walk is stopped; Otherwise
the quantum walk continues. The measurement operator to get the stopping state is thus

Ms -

diag| [l

0

•••

0

1

(78)
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Correspondingly, the measurement operator to get the states to continue, is Mc =

- Ms

for an n-member group.
The first step of the quantum walk is still given by Equations (43)-(47) and the
iteration is still given by Equations (48)-(54). These equations are valid for n-agent networks.
In the new idea propagation setting, U\ controlled by |00 ■• • 0) just infects each agent
by a small amount. Let n be the number of agents In the group decision making setting, we
set U\ = / 2 » since the group members have initial opinions related to the decision and there
is no need to initialize.
In group decision making, besides the time to stop the quantum walk (resp. to make
the decision), we are also interested in the final state (resp. which decision is to be made).
Suppose the quantum walk stops at step tf. Let pr{t) and p s(t) be as given by Equation
(49) and Equation (50), respectively. Then the final state is

Pf =

/ ----- '

(79)

The probability to reach an agreement of taking option i (i - 0,1) is

Pi -

•p f •

j

(80)

where M q is 2” x 2” matrix with all entries zero except (1,1) entry being 1 and M\ is 2" x 2n
matrix with all entries zero except (2 ", 2 ") entry being 1 .
Consider a 5-member group with connections in a ring shape. The initial state
configurations in the group are shown in Figure 6 where the solid circle represents a member
initially completely sure of taking option

1

and the hollow circle represents a member

initially completely sure of taking option 0. Besides these four initial configurations, we
consider one more configuration, called Initial 5. In Figure

6 a,

let the solid circle and
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the hollow circle represent the state V(h2 1 0 ) + VoT8

11

) and the state

10 )

+

| 1 ),

respectively. Thus three members are 80% sure of taking option 1 while two agents are
10

% sure of taking option 1 .

Figure 6 . The initial state configurations in the 5-member group (Solid: option 1; Hollow:
option 0 )

Set all Oij - 0.05 and all (pij - -0 .0 5 . Thus all members are equally powerful in
persuading the neighbors and equally likely to be persuaded by neighbors. The probability
to stop the quantum walk and the mean number of agents affected at each step of the
quantum walk on the 5-member ring graph with various initial state configurations are
shown in Figure 7. The quantum walk has certain ergodicity properties: Ps(t) and mean
number of infected member (taking option 1 ) are different in the first tens of steps but they
coincide after 100 steps. The final state is superpositioned over 100000) and |11111). The
probability to take option 1 (measurement result being 111111 » is 0.7488, the same for all
these initial configurations.

4.6. IN T ER FER E N C E E FFE C T S IN G R O U P D EC ISIO N M AK IN G
Perhaps it is best to describe this assumption by way of a simple physical example
known as the paradox of the recombined beams (see [26], Chapter 7, Page 284). Referring
to Figure 8 , a single plane polarized photon is dispersed from a fight source in state Xo,
from which it can reach either of two separate channels rotated with respect to the source.
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0045

Figure 7. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step o f the quantum walk on the 5-member ring graph with various initial state
configurations

Finally, the photon can pass through either channel to a detector, orientated in an opposite
direction relative to the source, from which the photon may be detected (state X4 ) or not
(state X3 ). If one observes inside the box to see which channel the photon enters, then there
is a probability p that it passes through the first channel, and there is a probability

(1

- p)

that it passes through the other channel (because of the rotation of the filters), but one never
sees it pass through both. If the photon is observed to pass through the first channel, then
the probability o f eventually reaching the detector is

(1

- p); if the photon is observed to

pass through the second channel, then the probability of eventually reaching the detector is

P>
Now suppose that no measurement is made to determine which channel the photon
passes through. According to the classic theory, the photon could either travel through the
Xo —» X\ —►X4 path with probability p ( l - p ) , or it could travel through the Xo —> X2 —» X4
path with probability p { \ - p)> but it cannot travel through both. Thus, according to the
classic theory, the probability of the union of these two mutually exclusive events is the
sum, 2 p ( l - p). In fact, however, no photons are ever observed to reach the detector under
this condition!
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Figure 8 . Illustration of various possible sample paths for a dynamic system

According to quantum theory, unobserved state transitions obey probability ampli
tude rules. The probability of an observed event is equal to the squared magnitude o f the
corresponding probability amplitude o f the event. Suppose | iff), \x), and \<f>) are distinct
quantum states (unit length complex vectors).
1. The probability amplitude o f making a transition \\j/) —> \x) is equal to the inner
product (x\ty)- This is a complex number with magnitude less than or equal to one.
2. The probability amplitude of \\j/) —> \x) and \x) —» \<f>) is (<j>\x) * C d ^ ).
3. The probability amplitude of | \j/) —>|0 2 > —> \x) or |\j/) —> \<j)\) —> \x) is equal to
( x \4>2) •

+ (x\4>i) ■<0 il^ )-

As an example, let us apply these rules to problem shown in Figure 8 . Consider first
the case where we observe which path the photon travels. In this case, we observe one path
with probability | ( X ^ X i) (Xi|Xo)

|12 3=

| {X^ Xi) |2| (X i \Xq) |2 = p ( l - p ) , or we observe the

other path with probability | (X4 IX2 ) (X2 IX0 )

|2

= | (.X4 IX2 ) |2| (X2 IX0 )

|2

= ( l - p ) - p . Thus,

when we observe the path that is traveled, the total probability o f starting at Xo and ending at
X4 is the sum of the two observed probabilities, | (X*|Xi) (Xi |Xq) |2+ 1(X4 IX2 ) (X2 IX0 )

|2

=
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2 • p • (1 - p), which agrees with Markov theory. Next consider the case where we do not
observe which path the photon travels.

In this case, the probability of starting at Xo

and ending at X4 is obtained first by summing the two probability amplitudes, and then
taking the square magnitude, | (X4 |X i) (Xi|Xo) + (X4 |X2 ) (X2 IX0 ) |2, which disagrees with
Markov theory. How can the latter probability for two unobserved paths be smaller than the
probability of a single path? Expansion yields

| (Xa \X i ) (XilXo) + <*4 |X2> <*2 |Xo> I2
=| <X4 |Xi> <Xi|Xo> I2 + | <X4 |X2> (X2 |X0> I2
+2 • I <X4 |Xi> <Xi|Xo> I ■I <X4 | X2) <X2 |Xo> I • cos(w)
where co is the angle between (X4 |X i) (Xi|Xo) and (XA\X2) (X2 IX0 ) in the complex plane.
The third term in this expansion, called the interference term, can be positive or negative,
and this makes quantum theory differ from Markov theory. In particular, if cj = 180°, then
cos (oj) =

-1

and the third term cancels the first two terms so that the probability is reduced

to zero. Interference effects only occur when we do not observe the path that the system
travels.
To see the interference effect in the quantum walk on social network, again take the
5-member group decision making ring network as example. In Figure 8 , let Xo be the initial
state, X 3 = |00000), and X 4 = |1 1111). Then X\ and X 2 are two possible intermediate state.
Actually there are much more than two possible intermediate states. Note that although
Equation (45) and Equation (52) perform measurement, they do not produce interference
effects on the intermediate states since they do not affect a particular intermediate state.
We can let the quantum walk evolve until the stopping criterion is reached. We can also
measure the quantum walk in the half-way before the stopping criterion is reached and then
let the quantum walk evolve again for the next half. Such an intermediate measurement is
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of practical significance. In the middle of the group discussion, each member may be asked
to vote. This voting is not used for group decision making, but rather used as an indication
of agreement.
Consider the configuration of Initial 5 in the last subsection. Without half-way
measurement, we let the quantum walk evolve for 50 steps. To see the interference effect,
we measure the quantum walk half-way.

At the 25th step, we only measure A\ and

A 2 . Then the local states of A\ and A 2 collapse to basis states (| 1) = |00), |2) = |01),
|3 ) = 110), 14) = 111)) while the other agents’ states are still superpositioned. We can
measure them with four measurement operators: Ig ® Mi, where M, is a 4 x 4 matrix with
all entries zero except the zth diagonal entry being 1 for i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . The probability to
get | i) is Tr ( ( / 8 ® Mt) ■p T( 25) • (Ig ® Mi)). Then we let the quantum walk evolve for
the remaining 25 steps. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number
of agents affected at each step of the quantum walk on the 5-member ring graph with
various results of half-way measurement on A\ and A 2 are shown in Figure 9. With half
way measurement, the measured agents are forced to make a decision and a new path of
quantum walk is produced. Four possible new paths of quantum walk can be produced
for four possible results of measurement. The partially collapsed new paths deviate the
original fully superpostioned path. Due to the ergodicity of the proposed quantum walk, all
paths will eventually converge to the same path. If the group discussion can go on without
time constraint, then interference effect would not affect the final decision. However, with
constraint on discussion time, interference effect cannot be ignored. At the 25th step, the
probabilities of A\ and A 2 choosing 00, 01, 10, 11 are the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th entry of

u = [0.1870,0.2479,0.2719,0.2932], respectively. At the 50th step, the probability of all
members choosing option 1 for the four new quantum walks are 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th entry
of v = [0.2378,0.8038,0.6974,0.8033], respectively. According to classical probability,
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the probability for the group to choose option 1 at the 50th step is u *v = 0.6689. But the
probability for the group to choose option 1 without half-way measurement at the 50th step
is 0.7602.

Figure 9. The probability to stop the quantum walk and the mean number o f agents affected
at each step of the quantum walk on the 5-member ring graph with various results of
half-way measurement on A\ and A 2

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how a quantum walk model can be used to describe
the spreading of ideas in a network and the formation of agreement in group decision
making. In particular, we have considered networks where connections between agents are
in a line graph and in a ring graph. The analysis was based on the use o f controlled unitary
operators in quantum computing where the original network is used as controller and the
mirror network is used as target. We have also discussed the interference effects when two
agents are forced to make decisions in the half-way and how this modifies the probability
o f choosing a particular final option.
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Our analysis opens the way to many possible applications, from the application of
different stopping rules, to the possibility of modeling special classes of agents (e.g., the
so-called influencers) in the network. These are only few of the possible extensions of the
ideas discussed here.
There is few work in literature dealing with asymmetric quantum walk.

Most

researchers in the field of quantum walk are physists and they can favor symmetry. However,
when dealing with human interaction with cognition anomolies to classical probability
theory, asymmetric quantum walk is a necessary tool.

Therefore, this work is groud-

breaking in the sense that it is perhaps the first work proposing an asymmetric quantum
walk model for social network. There are still a lot of room for improvement in the proposed
model. One of the necessary improvement is scalability. The dimension of the proposed
scales exponentially with the number of agents. This inhibits the application of this model
in predicting the bahavior of large network. One way to resolve the scalability problem is
to introduce a hierarchy based on the practical assumption that there are actually a small
number of agents active simultaneously in a large network.
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SECTION

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation different quantum-inspired techniques are applied in decision
making.
In the first paper, a quantum-inspired scheme and an adaptive multiple-model filter
based on Newton’s method were presented for fault detection and parameter estimation.
Quantum boost with the extended Grover’s algorithm makes the probability more sensitive
to the parameter and hence accelerate the rise and convergence of the probability of the
parameter set closest to the true parameter. It was proved that the quantum-inspired scheme
can give an exponential boost to the convergence of the posterior probabilities in the multiplemodel filter. One can use some scaling to increase the probabilities but the quantum inspired
extended Grover algorithm is simple and helps provide exponential convergence. A few
representative results show the potential of the quantum-boosted multiple-model Kalman
filter for fast fault detection. The direction of parameter change can be inferred from the
multiple-model filter. With an outer loop to adjust the parameter sets, one can estimate
the fault parameter within known error bound. Although the unknown parameter is only
two-dimensional in this study, the same method can be easily applied to estimation of
higher-dimensional parameter sets.
In the second paper, the concept of Nash equilibrium and mixed-strategy equilibrium
in traditional game theory is extended so that the game played by irrational players modeled
by various human cognition models can be analyzed. Then a model for the driving-assistant
system as a game played by the rational car and the driver is developed. The driver behavior
was modeled by the open-quantum cognition model. The attentiveness of the driver is
described by the weight on pursuing the utility (or) and the sensitivity to utility (A)51. The
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output of the open-quantum cognition model is Pr(C). The pure strategy of the driver was
obtained by cutting off Pr(C) at 0.5. Depending on the priors on road safety of the driver (p)
and the car (q), there are four types of pure-strategy equilibrium: (S, N), (C, N), (S, A) and
(C, A). As the sensitivity of the driver to utilities drops, the threshold between (S, A) and (C,
A) shifts towards higher prior. When the driver is totally insensitive to utility, there is only
(S, N) equilibrium if the car has high prior. The mixed strategy of the driver was obtained
by treating Pr(C) as a mixed strategy. There is always a mixed-strategy equilibrium for a
given p, but only a short range of q can lead to a mixed-strategy equilibrium. As the driver
loses attention, the mixed strategy of the driver at equilibrium approaches 0.5.
In the third paper, a quantum walk model is developed to describe the spreading of
ideas in a network and the formation of agreement in group decision making. In particular,
networks where connections between agents are in a line graph and in a ring graph are
considered. The analysis was based on the use of controlled unitary operators in quantum
computing where the original network is used as controller and the mirror network is used
as target. The interference effects when two agents are forced to make decisions in the
half-way and how this modifies the probability of choosing a particular final option are also
discussed. The analysis opens the way to many possible applications, from the application
of different stopping rules, to the possibility of modeling special classes of agents (e.g., the
so-called influences) in the network. These are only few of the possible extensions of the
ideas discussed here.
This discussion also concludes that quantum-inspired techniques have enormous
potential for decision making applications.

APPENDIX A.

PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS IN PAPER I
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1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Fix j + 1 and set Lk = P r(p 7 ly*)/P r(pi ly*) • Equation (16) and Equation (17) in
Paper I lead to

Lk
Lk - 1

(1 )

Making use of Equation (1) recursively n times and then taking logarithm of both sides of
the equation leads to

, Lk+n-1 1 1 |Si|
In—------= -m n L k- 1
2
\Sj\ - 2H

k+n—1

i

+ 2tt (

k+n—1
z

i=k

v

j i f 1)

&+n-l

Z

or,
ln -^ -

(2)

i=&

Since p i is the correct parameter, the following equation holds.

k+n—1
lim -

n—>oo n

z

i=k

riArl l S*2 l l = /

(3)

Furthermore, since Si is the error covariance in estimating rt with the optimal filter, it is
smaller than the error covariance in estimating r* with any suboptimal filter. In particular, it is
smaller than the error covariance with the suboptimal filter designed under the assumption
that the correct parameter set is p j ( j + 1). Thus the counterpart of Equation (3) for

P jU * 1) is
(4)
Making use of Equation (2) and Equation (3), the following equation can be obtained:

2 lim - l n Lfe+w
«—»°° n L k-i

1

= ln { ^ j - tr(S ■lS\) + tr(7)
|Sy|
J

k+n—1 1
-tr(S T 1 C ) + 2 lim Y - l n ^
J
z _j n a - 1

i=k

1,1

(5)
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where

k+n—
1

c

= lim n—»oo fi

V

t —k

n jrfj J 1>J

i=k

Si

(6)

By Lemma 1 in Paper I, the sum of the first three terms on the right side of Equation
(5) is non-positive (zero if Sj = Si). By Equation (4), trCS^C) is nonnegative (zero if
S j = S \).

And l i m „ ^ o o

_1

(o y j/a ^ O /n ] < 0 is given. Therefore, the right side of

Equation (5) is negative and Equation (5) can be written as

lim L k+n- i = lim exp( - ^\s) L k.

n—>oo

n—>oo

\

(7)

Z j

where
k+n—
1

-<5 = ln { | 4 - t r ( s 7 1 S i ) + t r ( / ) - t r ( s 7 1 c ) +
\S j\
VJ
/
w
V1 J
Since

6

2

lim Y -1 l1 na ^‘J
»-»« Z j n a Ui

is positive, it can be concluded from Equation (7) that

MPj\yk)
lim — — ;— *-»“ Pr(pilyfc)

= 0

(7 ^

1)

and thus lim*-** ¥ r ( p i\ y k) = 1 and lim ^o o Pr(pj\yk) = 0 for j ± 1. Since

(8 )

-8

appears in

the exponent position, Equation (7) implies that the convergence is exponentially fast. And
since lim ^oo
faster when lim„^oo

^n (a i j / a i,i)/n is included in - 8 , the convergence is exponentially
1

ln(o;IJ7 Qr;j ) / n <

0

than when it is equal to zero.

2. PR O O F O F T H E O R E M 2
Let L kj = P r(p 7 |yO /Pr(PtruebO - As in the derivation of Equation (5), the follow
ing equation can be obtained:

2 lim - l n Lk+n W = l n % ^ + tr(7) - t r ^ p , ) + 2 lim Y - l n - ^ n—*oo n
L kj
|Sy |
v 1
/
n-+oo j - J n orIjtrue

(9)
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Equation (26) in Paper I and Equation (9) lead to
2 ^fc+n-l,/•£'&,true
lim - I n - ---- ------------ — fitrue

n—>oo fi

L k jL k + n—l,tnit

fij

( 10)

Rearranging Equation (10) and taking exponential of both sides leads to

( L k + n -l,j

L k tm e

\

= lim exp 1 (A rn e -/? ,)|
hm
n—>oo
L2
J
n—
>oo \ “ LF------7-----------fc j
L k + n - l,true'
Equation (11) can be rewritten as
Vr(Pj\yk+n-i)
lim
n—>oo ^(ptrueljfe +n-l)

Pr(Pjlyfc)

lim exp ^(yStrue -/3y)
»°° L2
J
PrCPtruelyfc) r—

The claimed result follows directly from Equation (2).

( 11)
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1. PR O O F O F LEM M A 1

h

h

®
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H ® IN =

h

h

h

h

©
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h

©

1

In

0 H T = I n ® H = K ® K @ K ® K where K =

h

Is

Is

Is

®1 ®1 ®1
0
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1
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2

x

2

0
1

ffi 1 © 1 ffi 1

matrix whose elements are all 1 .

Subtracting I n

H T from H <S>I n blockwise then leads to the claimed / .

0

2. PR O O F O F LEM M A 2

L (m,n)

= \m) (n\ is real, so L*(m n) = L (m,n) and L f(m n) = L T
{mn).

Since only the (m, n) element of

is 1 and the others are 0, L ^ n) ® L*^m ^ is

a 64 x 64 matrix with all elements zero except the ( 8 (m — 1) + m, 8 (n - 1) + n) element,
which is 1. Note that m and n still range from 1 to 8 .

L(m n)L(m,n) has

1

at the (n, n) entry and has

0

at the other entries. L^m n)L(m,n) 0 h

is a 64x64 matrix whose elements are all zero except the [8 (n -l)+ l]th to the 8 nth diagonal
elements, which are 1. 1%<0 (L^m ^ L (m>„))*) is a 64x64 matrix whose elements are all zero
except the ( M , M ) elements (which are 1) where M = S(k - 1) + n, k = 1 ,2 ,...,
fixed n. Thus \(L^m

®I n +I n ®

and is

1

8

for each

n^{m,n))*) is a 64x64 matrix whose elements

are all zero except the (M, M ) elements where M =

k = 1 ,2 ,...,

8

8 (n

- 1) + k or M = 8 (k - 1) + n,

for each fixed n. The (M, M ) elements are 1/2 when 8 (n - 1)+k t & (k -l) + n

when 8 (n - ! ) + £ = 8 (k -

1)

+ n.

I ll

When m ± n , subtracting \{L^m n)L {m>n) ®IN + IN ® (Lf(m n}L (m>n))*) from L (m>n) ®

L*m

leads to the claimed result and no cancellation happens. When m = n, only the

(9 n -

8 ,9 n

-

8)

element of L(m,n) ® L*m ^ is nonzero, which is 1. The (9 n -

8 ,9 n

-

8)

element of \{L^m>n)£(m,n) ® IN + IN ® (L |mn)L(W)W))*) also 1. Thus the resultant only has
14 nonzero elements.

3. PR O O F O F T H E O R E M 1
There are totally 64 terms in the summation. We only need to consider terms with

Cm,n # 0. The nonzero entries of Cm>n are: (n, n) and (n + 1, n) when n is odd, in, n) and
(n - 1, n) when n is even. There are only 16 nonzero terms.
Consider the (n, n ) terms. According to Lemma 2, C„;„(L(W;„)®L^

„)£(n,n)®

I n +?n ® (L^n n}L{n,n)Y)) has only 14 nonzero elements. They are all - C W;„/2 at the ( M , M)
entries where M =

8 (n

- 1) + ki or M = 8 ( ^ 2 - 1) + n, k\, k 2 = 1 ,2 ,...,

8

but cannot be

n at the same time. Each ( M , M) element of the sum of all (n, n ) terms has exactly two
(n, ft) terms contributing to it: the (floor((M - l)/ 8 )+ l, floor((M - l)/ 8 )+ l) term and the
((Af - l)m od 8 + 1, ((M - l)m od 8 + 1) term. That is, the (Af, M) element of the sum is

'
'

( Cn,n + Q ,/) / 2 ,

ft £ l

0,

n-l

where n = floor((Af - l)/ 8 )+ l and l = (Af - l)m od 8 + 1. Note that n = l when Af = 9n Consider the ( n ± 1, n) terms. According to Lemma 2, Cn±\A{L^n±\ ^ ® L*(n±l

8.

~

\ ( L \n±i,n)L (w±1>«) ® I n + I n ® (L (n±1 ,„}L («±i,«))*)) has 16 nonzero elements. 14 of them
are (Af, Af) elements of - C n±i;W/2 where Af =

8 (n

- 1) + k\ or Af =

8 (^ 2

- 1) + n, k\,

k 2 = 1 ,2 ,..., 8 but cannot b e n at the same time. One of them is -C „± i;„ at the ( 9 n - 8 ,9 n - 8 )
entry. The last one is C„+i;„ at the (9(n ± 1) -

8 , 8 (n

- 1) + n) entry. We only need to sum

the (n + 1 , n) terms when n is odd and only need to sum the (n -

1

, n) terms when n is even.
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The (M, M ) element of the sum o f all (n ± 1, n) terms is

- ( C n+i,n + Q + i,0 /2 ,

n + l,n is odd

- C n+i,n,

n = l,n is odd

- ( C n_i,w+ Q - 1 ,0 / 2 ,

n ± l , n is even
n = l, n is even

where n = floor((M - l)/ 8 )+ l and l = (M - l)m od 8 + 1. Note that n = l when M = 9n -

8.

According to Lemma 1, the diagonal elements of H are all zeros. Combining the
(n, n) terms and the (n ± 1, n) terms of L leads to the claimed result.

4. PR O O F O F T H E O R E M 2
Let/? = - i '( l - a r ) . The solution is in the form of ~pt = ~p(t) = exp ((/?// + or L)t)poBy Corollary 1 in Paper II, exp {(fiH+aL)t) = Y ^ o i f i H + a L ) ktk / k\ = £

“ =0

A ktk®

A ktk © A ktk © A ktk/k\ = exp(A it) © exp(A 2 ?) © exp(A 3 ?) © exp(A 4 ?).
With the indices defined in Equation (6 ) in Paper II, Pr(C) = Pr(SNC) + Pr(SAC) +
Pr(DNC) + Pr(DAC) = p t ( 1) + p r (19) + p f(37) + p * (55) where p f(i) is the ith element
of vector ~pt.
Calculating p f( 1) only needs the first row of exp(A jt).
We will calculate exp(A it) from (A\t)k. Again only the first row of (A\t)k is
needed. Given (A\t)k, to calculate the first row of (A\t)^k+1^ = (A\t)kA\t, still only the first
row of (A\t)k is needed. Denote the first row of (A\t)k as Vk- Then Vk+i - V k A \ . Denote
the yth element of v* as Vkj- Then by Corollary 1 in Paper II,

[V k + l,2 j-l Vk+l,2j] =

\ v k , 2 j - l V k , 2 j ] B \ j + [Vk,2j+7 V k , 2 j + & \ F j ,

[Vk+l,2j+7 Vk+l,2j+$\ = \_Vk,2j-l V k , 2 j ] G j + [Vk,2j+1 V fc,2y+ 8]#l(j+ 4),

(1 )

(2)
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where j = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , F\ =

P

0

orCi;2

, and Fj = G j = I 2 for j = 2 ,3 ,4 .
0
fi
aC2,i P
Combining Equation (1) and Equation (2), we have

2

[v jfc + l, / - l

Vjfc+1,2j

, Gi =

Bij

Gj

Fj

B UJ+4)

v k + \ , 2 j + l V k + l , 2j +&] = \_Vk, 2 j - l Vk , 2 j V k , 2 j + 1 V k , 2 j +&]

(3)
Use Equation (3) from 1 to n, we have
nfc- 1

B lj

Gj

Fj

B 1(j+4)

\ V k , 2 j - l V k , 2 j V k ,2 j + 1 V k , 2 j + s \ = [ v i , 2 j - l V \ , 2j V \ , 2 j + 1 V l ,2 y + 8 ]

(4)

By Corollary 1 in Paper II, v\ = [-a?C 2 ,i ~/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 / 3 arCi^]. Plugging the
initial values in Equation (4), we have
k- 1

B ii

G\

[vk,l Vk,2 Vk,9 Vk,io] = [-arC 2 ,i - P P aCi>2\

(5)
F\

The other v ^ / s with

7

flis

^ 1 ,2 ,9 ,1 0 are all zero.

Similarly, calculating ~pt{ 19), p*(37), and p*(55) only needs the 3rd row of
exp(A 2 ?)> the 5th row of exp(A 3 t), the 7th row of exp(A 4 t), respectively. Denote the
3rd row of A*, the 5th row of A*, and the 7th row of A* as Xk, yk , and Zk, respectively.
Then Xk+\ = XkA2, yk+i = y^A 3 , and Zk+1 = ^ A 4. Denote th e 7 th elements of x k, yk, and

Zk as Xkj, ykj, and Zkj, respectively. Then the nonzero elements can be calculated as
k- 1

B 22
* k , 4 * * ,1 1 x k, 1 2 ]

g

2

(6)

= [-OrC4)3 ~ P P 0 ^ 3 ,4 ]
F2

B 26
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-ifc-i
b it ,5 yk,6 yk,i3

B 33

yk,u\ = [~aC6,s - P P <*£5,6]

U fc ,7 Zfc,8 Z/k,15 Z k , i e \

~

[ -O rC 8 ,7

~P P

G3
(7)

F3

B 37

S 44

G4

4

i? 4 8

( 8)

O lC jfi]
F

By Corollary 1 in Paper n , x\ = [0 0 - a C ^ - p O O O O O O p aC ^ t4 0 0 0 0], yi =
[ 0 0 0 0 - a C 6,5 -ySOOOOOOjS arC5,6 0 0], and zi = [0 0 0 0 0 0 -arC 8,7 -j 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 j 6
aC7>8].
By Corollary 1 in Paper II,

-orC 2 ,i

~P

P

arCi,2

Bn

Gi

~P

bi

0

P

Fi

Bis

P

0

bs

~P

aC 2,i

P

~P -arC i ,2

(9)

where b\ = —§(C i,i + C2,2 + C2 4 + Ci^) = — and £ 5 = —f (C 2,2 + C i>i + C i ;2 + C2 ,i) = —a.
Thus it can be diagonalized as

—a - 2p
Bn

Gi

F\

B 15

=P

- a + 2p

p -i
—a
0

( 10)
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where P =

a/3

T (C l,2

1

1

0

1

-1

1

or2 C i ,2

_ b

- 2/32

- a P ( C h2 - C 2,i)

c

_
and P

1

=

-1

1

1

aJ3(Ch2 - C 2,i)

0

-1

-1

0

a 2 C2A -2 j3 2

c

- C 2 ,i) + f C

1,2

-

?2

1
1

Q.

1

_b
c
_a
c

4

4

1

1

2

2

0

0

0

c

c

1

1

4

4

with a =

1

~
and cc = aa 12 —
—4J3Z. Thus
bu =
- f (Cl,2 - C2 ,i) + *-C u ,2 —
/ j 2 and
- jS

e~ate~2Pt
exp(

Bn
Fi

Gi

e- ate2pt

t) = P

j- 1

(ID

-at

B is

1

The nonzero elements (the 1st, 2nd, 9th, Oth elements, denoted as d\, d2, dg, d\o)
fin

Gi

t). The nonzero elements (the

of the 1 st row of exp(Ait) are the 1 st row of exp(

#15
3rd, 4th, 11th, 12th elements, denoted as e 3 , £4 , e\\, e i2) of the 3rd row of exp(A 2 r) are
F\

B 22

g2

F2

fi26

t). The nonzero elements (the 5th, 6 th, 13th, 14th elements,

the 1st row of exp(

denoted as fs, f$, / 1 3 , / 14 ) of the 5th row of exp(A 3 ?) are the 1st row of exp(

B 33

G3

F3

By]

t).

The nonzero elements (the 7th, 8 th, 15th, 16th elements, denoted as g2, g&, gis, gie) of the
fi 44

G4

#4

fi48

5th row of exp(A 4 f) are the 1st row of exp(

t). Thus

P f ( l ) = P o O M i + 7>o(2)d2 + po(9)rf 9 + p 0 (10)rfio
= Po(l, l ) ^ i + P o ( 2 , l)d 2 + p o ( l , 2 ) J 9 +po(2,2)rfio
(12)

= Po(l> l ) ^ i + Po(2,2)dio
_ _ 1 -PA J . _ 1 -PA J
- P — ^— d\ + p — - — d 10
= P(1 - PA)

+ e2®) + d 10]
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where d\o = a Cl’2

+ be 2^f). Similarly, we have

? , ( « ) = PPa [

Where e,2 = “
*16

=

+ e2^') + ei2]

03)

? , ( 37) = ( l - p X l - P A n ^ ^ e - ^ + e ^ + f u ]

(14)

P ,( 55) = /./>a [ ^ - “'(«-2^ + e2"') + * 16]

05)

v - ^ ( a e 2* + be-**), f u = ° Csf ^ - ^ ( a e 2"' + he"2!*), and

- ^ ( a e W + be-2?1).
Summing up ~pt( 1), p«(19), ~pt{31), and pf(55) leads to the claimed Pr(C).
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